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Abstract
The transmission of vibration to the seated human body has important
influences on the ride quality, safety and health. The understanding, as-
sessment, and prediction of the seated human ride comfort have been of
interest to researchers for several decades. A review of the current litera-
ture showed that most study into whole body vibration (WBV) and ride
comfort had neglected the structural dynamics of the seat. Very little is
known about the relationship between the seated human body and struc-
tural dynamics of the vehicle seat. The current international standards
assessment for ride comfort has also not taken into account the seat dy-
namic characteristics from their measurement techniques. However, studies
relating to the vehicle seat structure alone have shown fundamental reso-
nances in the frequency range of human sensitivity. As there is increased
seat vibration to the occupant when the seat structure is excited about
its resonant frequencies, this could have undesirably effect on ride comfort.
Obtaining the responses of the combined human body and seat structure
to vibration excitation through numerical and analytical means still pose a
challenging task. This is mainly due to the complex dynamics behaviour of
the seated human body in response to vibration.
This thesis presents the in-depth analysis of vehicle seat structural dynamics
based on detailed experimental modal analysis. The experimental method-
ology to measure the frequency responses, resonant frequencies, and corre-
sponding mode shapes of the three different vehicle seats in the mounted
configuration is described in this thesis. It investigates the effect of the
foam cushion, the seated human body and occupant weight on the dynamic
characteristics of the bare-frame of the seat. Consequently, the effect of the
dynamic properties on subjective ride comfort is then investigated accord-
ing to the ISO2631-1 international standard.
All seat structures were discovered to have three fundamental resonance
and mode shapes below 80 Hz. This is within the human sensitivity to
vibration range of 0.5 - 80 Hz. The addition of the foam cushions or seated
human body does not contribute new resonances or mode shapes to the
seat system. However, significant changes in the resonant frequencies were
observed. Results indicated the cushion significantly increases the modal
mass of the backrest thereby reducing resonant frequencies. The human
body, contrary to expected results, increases the modal stiffness of the seat
system and generally resonant frequencies increased with the addition of
the occupant. Furthermore, the research discovered that increases in oc-
cupant weight reduces the seatback lateral frequency while increasing the
fore/aft resonant frequencies. These effects of the human body on the seat
dynamics was shown to be predominantly caused by the body weight on
the seat backrest. The experiments done with volunteers without leaning
on the backrest showed no significant changes in resonant frequencies from
an unoccupied seat.
In the comfort survey, the twisting resonant frequency was seen to cause
the highest discomfort to the seated occupant even though the frequency
weighted vibration levels were similar to that of other test environments.
Further investigation in the research showed that the accelerometer pad
measurement point for the ISO2631-1 is located close to the node point of
the twisting mode shape. This caused inaccuracy in the measurement of
the vibration transmitted to the occupant’s back.
The outcome of this research firstly provides a method to characterise and
predict the key vibration attributes such as occupied seat structural res-
onant frequencies and mode shapes from their corresponding unoccupied
seat or bare frame characteristics. This alleviates the need for complex
modelling or detailed analysis of the human body structure itself. Secondly,
this research identified inaccuracies in the ISO2631-1 measurement tech-
niques about the twisting resonant frequencies of the seat structure and
suggests ways in order to improve ride comfort assessments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The transmission of vibration to the human body has been of great interest to re-
searchers and vehicle engineers. The effects of vibration to the human body can range
from mild discomfort to severe muscular skeletal injuries as well as long term health
degradation depending on the vibration magnitude and dosage transmitted to the body.
Over the years, numerous studies in the field of whole body vibration (WBV) have in-
vestigated the effects of vibration. Consequently, national and international standards
have been drafted to define the health risks and provide guidelines and thresholds hu-
man exposure to vibration.
In modern times, humans travel frequently in noise and vibration conditions (eg. air-
crafts, buses and cars). Therefore one important direction of studies into WBV involves
the investigation of the vibration transmitted to the seated human body through the
vehicle seat structure. Vibration, even in small magnitudes can have direct affect on
the occupant’s ride comfort in a vehicle. Vehicle designers and researchers understand
the importance of ride comfort as it affects quality (perception of quality of prod-
uct/service), safety (High levels of discomfort causes fatigue) and health degradation
(long term exposure causes health risks). The various researches on the seated human
ride comfort has given rise to the development of equivalent comfort contours used in
international standards for assessment of ride comfort in vehicles. Studies investigated
1
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by the automotive industry over the years in the field of Noise Vibration and Harshness
(NVH) have investigated the structural dynamics (resonance and mode shapes) of the
seat structure under vibration excitation (12, 38). These studies into seat structural
dynamics were mainly done to address reduction in rattle noise, transmissibility of ex-
citation sources to the seat structure and to ensure resonance of various automotive
components are differentiated from one another, all of which would increase the ride
comfort of the end product.
Although both WBV and NVH studies have contributed much to the understanding
and prediction of the subjective human body response to vibration and the vehicle seat
structure dynamic characteristics respectively, few studies has considered the structural
dynamics of the seat system coupled with the seated human body. In other words, there
is little research on the effect of the seated human body on the dynamic characteristics
of seat structures and how resonances and mode shapes would contribute to ride com-
fort.
1.2 Rationale
As stated above, WBV studies on the seated human vibration has focused little on
the effects of the structural dynamics of seat structures. The current standards equiv-
alent comfort contours were mainly derived from vibration excitation of dynamically
rigid seats. However, seat structures have different resonance and corresponding mode
shapes at different frequencies. The Modal analysis of vehicle seats has observed major
resonances and modal characteristics below 100 Hz (4, 12). Vehicle seats are mainly
exposed to vibration below 100 Hz from excitation sources such as the vehicle power-
train and the road surface, there will be increased seat vibration when the frequencies
of the input vibration coincides with the seat structure resonant frequencies. Moreover,
human sensitivity to vibration is elevated in the region between 0-100 Hz (Peaking at
1-16 Hz depending on axis)(21, 25). With the presence of mode shapes in this frequency
range, the intensity, direction and location of the seat structural vibration transmitted
to the seated human body will vary greatly with frequency and it is plausible that these
vibration characteristics of seat structures may exhibit different effects on subjective
2
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ride comfort of a seated human.
NVH studies on the vehicle seat has focused on the structural dynamics (resonance and
mode shapes) of the seat structure in vehicle design and production (12, 38) but have
neglected the dynamic response of the occupied (coupled with occupant) seat struc-
ture. This is because the prediction of the combined ”human body and seat dynamic
responses still proves a challenge due to the non-linearity and complexity of the human
body dynamics (21, 31, 51). Although modal analysis for the seat structure alone is
sufficient to ensure that the resonant frequencies of the unoccupied seat structure are
safely away from major vehicle body resonances, it is possible that the seat with its
occupant may not necessarily be in the same safe zone. Moreover, occupants of differ-
ent weights may have different effects on the various resonances and vibration mode
shapes of the seat structure.
1.3 Objectives
The aim of this research are:
1. Understand and characterise the structural dynamics (resonant frequencies and
mode shapes) of common vehicle seat structures in the seated human sensitivity
to vibration range of 0.5 to 80 hz. Here, common characteristics of a range of
automotive seats should be investigated and identified.
2. Investigate the effects of the seated occupant on a vehicle seat structure. Here,
investigation on the changes in resonant frequencies, mode shapes and other dy-
namic characteristics of the seat when coupled with a seated occupant will be
done.
3. Assess the accuracy of the current ISO standards’ measurement procedure and
ride comfort criteria for ride comfort assessment when the vehicle seat is res-
onating. It is questionable that the comfort contour is adequate to assess ride
comfort when the seat is resonating considering minimal accelerometer measure-
ment points
3
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From the objectives listed, it is possible to link the studies of WBV with NVH as well
as finding a way of increasing accuracy of ISO ride comfort contours.
1.4 Methodology
In order to achieve the objectives stated above, a detailed review of the relevant lit-
erature was completed. The approach to this study involves the modal analysis and
obtaining key vibration attributes of the unoccupied and occupied vehicle seat struc-
tures in the mounted configuration.
The research involved the use of the facilities located in the NVH lab in RMIT Bundoora
east campus building 253 (NVH Centre of Expertise). A range of vehicle seats from
different types of vehicles was sourced from the industry and local automotive wreck-
ers. An experiment setup was designed to measure the frequency responses, resonant
frequencies, and corresponding mode shapes of the different vehicle seats, occupied and
unoccupied, in the mounted configuration. This involves mounting the vehicle seats on
a rigid test bed to simulate an ideal vehicle floor pan.
Firstly, key fundamental vibration attributes was obtained in the selected vehicle seats
and fundamental resonance of mode shapes below 80 Hz was obtained and compared.
Secondly, modal analysis of the seat structures was done with human volunteers seated
on the seat to determine changes in dynamic characteristics of the seat and to inves-
tigate the effect of occupant weight on the structural dynamics of the seat structure.
Lastly, subjective ride comfort is done in accordance to the ISO2631 standards. Volun-
teers are asked to grade ride comfort levels between different vibration conditions. This
enables the investigation into the effects of mode shapes and accuracy of ISO comfort
criteria.
1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 - Introduction
This chapter presents a background of WBV and NVH of the seated human body and
vehicle seat structures respectively. It also presents the rationale and objectives of the
4
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research done, a brief methodology of the experiments, an outline of the thesis structure
and list of publications.
Chapter 2 Literature Review
A comprehensive literature review of studies that have been done in relation to WBV
as well as seat structural dynamics is presented in this chapter. In addition, this study
reviews the current ISO standards testing methodology and ride comfort criteria. It
also presents the areas lacking in current knowledge.
Chapter 3 Methodology and Experiment Design
This chapter presents the design targets and the design of the experiment rig, detailed
methodology and equipment used for the acquisition of vibration attributes of the
unoccupied and occupied vehicle seat structure. This chapter includes finite element
analysis (FEM) of the vibration table as well as FEM validation of the accuracy of test
set-ups. Additionally, this chapter also includes the detailed methodology of the ride
comfort survey in accordance with ISO2631-1 and compliant measurement tools.
Chapter 4 Structural Dynamic Characteristic of Unoccupied and Occupied
Vehicle Seat
This chapter presents the experimental work done towards the characterisation of the
vehicle seat structure, the “vehicle seat coupled with seat human body”, and the effect
of occupant mass on the dynamics of the seat. A description of the experimental set-up
and procedure is given, followed by the results and analysis.
Chapter 5 Effects of Seat Dynamics on Ride Comfort
This chapter presents the experimental work done on assessing the effects of seat struc-
tural dynamics on the seat occupant. Tests are conducted according to ISO2631-1
guidelines, and a subjective comfort survey on volunteers is done to assess the accu-
racy of the standard. A description of the experimental set-up and procedure is given,
followed by the results and analysis.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The research involves the investigation of vehicle seat structural dynamics and the ef-
fects these dynamic characteristics has on ride comfort. This involved a review into
current relevant literature concerning work or studies in relation to ride comfort as-
sessment and vehicle seat dynamic characteristics. Through the review on the field of
knowledge relating to the key subjects of this research, the current literature can be
categorized into two categories, ride comfort studies in the field of whole body vibration
(WBV) , and vehicle seat structural dynamics studies in the field of noise, vibration and
harshness (NVH). The review in this chapter will therefore be comprised of these two
main sections. The review into ride comfort will touch on key researches in to seated
human body vibration and ride comfort as well as the development of international
standards in regards to vibration transmission to the human body. In this research,
we would be most concerned with the ISO2631 standard. The review of NVH studies
will mainly touch on vehicle design targets in regards to ride quality as well as modal
analysis techniques. In both categories, I aim to identify lacking areas in the field of
knowledge and to establish the importance of the research conducted.
2.1 Ride Comfort
The dictionary defines comfort as “A condition or feeling of pleasurable ease, well-
being and contentment or “The absence of discomfort. Studies into the human body
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and comfort (5, 8) suggested that comfort is the lack of discomfort. Therefore, although
comfort cannot be designed into environments, sources of discomfort can be reduced
or eliminated to produce a more comfortable environment. Prolonged discomfort in
any environment, including vehicles, can lead to fatigue and subsequently degradation
in cognitive performance. It is therefore essential that the comfort levels of any envi-
ronment should be evaluated for health, safety and quality. The evaluation of seated
human comfort can generally be categorised into two distinct methods, static of dy-
namic (21).
Static seat comfort design looks into various aspect of the seat design. This involves the
seating posture and pressure distribution. The seat should be designed such that seat-
ing posture makes it easy to undertake appropriate activities. Seating posture should
be maintained with minimal muscular effort and the seat should properly support the
body in all three axes. Seat supports should maintain natural body curves and angles
including lumbar support to maintain comfort. This also includes the height of the
seat and consequent leg positions to maintain natural body angles (5, 8, 21). The ma-
jority of mass on a seated human is supported by the ischial tuberosities, supporting
bone of the buttocks, which generally causes high pressure in the small area that leads
to pain and numbness. Pressure can be reduced by increasing contact surface for the
area but contour of the seat or by soft seat surfaces that conforms to the human body
(23, 29). Most modern vehicle seats, or office chairs, are cushioned to improve comfort.
Cushioned seats can conform to different body shapes and sizes, it reduces pressure
concentration and cushions harsh vibration and shock. But one must be careful when
designing the cushion as too soft a cushion will distribute excessive pressure to the hip
and thighs (21). Recent studies and researches into seat designs has also focused on
pressure distribution for improved ride comfort qualities of vehicle seats (39, 46). Fig.
2.1 shows the seat used to measure pressure distribution on seats. The assessment for
the seat cushions ability to distribute pressure can be calculated using SPD% (Seat
Pressure Distribution) equation. (Eq.2.1)
SPD% =
∑n
i=1 (pi − pm)2
4np2
× 100 (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Seat Pressure Mapping System - The figure shows Xsensor X3 pressure
mapping system and the output pressure contours. Red area around the ischial tuberosities
signify area of high pressure.
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This method is used in conjunction with the pressure mapping systems where n is the
total number of non-zero cell elements, pi and pm is the pressure at the i cell and the
mean pressure of all n elements respectively. Lower SPD values signifies a more uniform
pressure distribution.
Dynamic seat properties involve the operational dynamic performance of the seat sys-
tem and the vibration transmitted to the seated occupant. Although there are types
of vibration that can provide a more pleasurable and comfortable experience to the
seated occupant, such as massage chairs, most common consensus is to remove and iso-
late vibration wherever possible. All studies in relation to the transmission of vibration
to the human body has concluded that the magnitude of vibration is proportional to
the subjective discomfort of a person. The dynamic design of a seat is crucial for the
comfort quality of the occupant. The seat should be designed to minimize unwanted
vibration in the relevant frequency ranges. It is therefore important that the dynamic
properties of the seat should not amplify the vibration that corresponds to the funda-
mental modes of the human body.
Many studies have touched on transmitted vibration to the seated human body. It is
in the last 30 years or so that studies into to whole body vibration and subjective ride
comfort of the seated human body have been considered. The studies identified ef-
fects of vibration magnitude, duration and frequency content on the human body. The
studies led to the development of the international standards ISO2631 “Guide for the
evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration” which was drafted first in 1974.
International standards provide limits and operational guidelines relating to vibration
environments. Standards touch on vibration magnitude, exposure duration (DOSE),
ride comfort as well as SEAT (Seat Effective Amplitude Transmissibility). The vi-
bration measurement to the seated human body is accomplished with accelerometer
pads and vibration analyser as seen in Fig. 2.2. The measurements are in frequency
weighted r.m.s. acceleration values and results can indicate comfort levels, or danger-
ous exposure levels of vibration. As this study discusses the vibration, dynamics and
subjective comfort of the seated human body, an in-depth review of WBV, equivalent
comfort contours and the development of the ISO2631 will be discussed further in this
10
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Figure 2.2: SV106 Vibration Analyser - The figure shows the setup of a typical vibra-
tion analyser used in ISO-2631 tests. (Seat Supporting Surface & Backrest Measurement)
chapter.
2.1.1 Whole Body Vibration
The study into the transmission of vibration to the human body has been a concern
to the community over the past 30 years. Since the 1960s, many studies have investi-
gated the effects of vibration on the human body. These studies have identified various
vibration effects on the human body. Most of the effects can be divided into three
categories. Interference with comfort, interference with activities and interference with
health (21). Low intensity vibration, though not intrusive to the human body, can still
increase the discomfort felt by the occupants of a vehicle. In modern transportation,
comfort is a perception of quality and a selling point for products. Studies have also
shown prolonged discomfort can lead to fatigue. Low to medium intensity vibration
can affect normal human activities such as writing as well as vision. Studies by Griffin
(17, 19) in effect of vibration on vision indicated that vision is affect by magnitude
as well as frequency content. Fundamental resonance of the eye in its socket as well
as head-neck dynamic movements causes greatest problems in frequencies about 2 to
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20 Hz. The study by Corbridge and Griffin (7) also identified vibration hand control
difficulty is subjected to the frequency content of the excitation. The study showed
highest difficulty in writing and holding a cup in the frequency of about 4 to 8 Hz. Re-
sults also indicated vibration magnitude amplifies the difficulty in that frequency range.
Studies like Miwa et al. (41) and Simic (56) also showed low intensity vibration can
also cause effect to human cognitive performance. The studies indicated the relation-
ship between human performance and exposure time and vibration magnitude. Many
studies have also touched on the effects of injury due to high magnitude vibration and
shock. Although it is anticipated that extreme magnitude vibration and shock can lead
to acute injuries, it is also highly possible that prolonged exposure to medium intensity
vibration can lead to chronic muscular-skeletal injuries as well. A range of whole body
vibration comfort experiments was also carried out by Dempsey and Leatherwood in
NASA Langley research centre with occupants on passenger airline seats as well. Test
included investigations into vibration exposure duration effects as well as discomfort
criteria in vibration and vibration combined with noise environments(9, 34, 52).
It is also worth mentioning that other studies regarding the effects of vibration and
noise environments on human comfort (2, 24, 50) had shown an interaction between
sound and vibration levels. It was found that an increase in noise is less annoying in
environments of high magnitude vibration. Also, vibration levels are insignificant to
annoyance if noise levels are high. The general consensus is that although there is an
interaction, the interaction is insignificant and both the discomfort effect of noise and
vibration can be analysed individually.
Many studies have also touched on the dynamic characteristics of the seated human
body under vibration excitation. The fundamental modes of the seated human body
was identified by Kitazaki and Griffin (32) and the modelling of the head and neck
under vibration by Fard et al (15), all of which identified strong resonance behaviour
of the human body at low frequencies (0.5-15Hz).
It is therefore important to assess the effect of vibration on the human body. The effect
of vibration on the human body is generally studies in three postures (standing, sitting
and recumbent). Fig. 2.3 shows the seating postures for the ISO2631-1:1997. Through
12
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Figure 2.3: Basicentric axes of the human body - Figure shows the various posture
and their corresponding axes in the current standards for WBV.(Taken from ISO2631-
1:1997)(25)
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many researches in the field of whole body human vibration (61), it has been concluded
that the effects of vibration on the human body is differ according to the magnitude,
location, direction and the frequency of the excitation.
2.1.2 Equivalent Comfort Contours
As mentioned previously, the effects of vibration differ significantly between the stand-
ing human body, sitting human body and the recumbent human body. The effects of
vibration to the comfort of a person is also dependent on the magnitude, direction,
location and frequency content of the vibration excitation.
The principle approach to studies involving the response of the human body to vibration
magnitude has applied the Stevens power law (57). The law suggests that the subjective
response value (psychophysical magnitude) ψ is related to the vibration magnitude,ϕ,
by equation 2.2
ψ = kϕn (2.2)
where k is a constant depending on units used and the growth in psychophysical re-
sponse is determined by the exponent n. Studies in the vertical whole body vibration
indicated similar results for the exponent n of about 1 (unity) in the range of 2 to 80
Hz (27, 33, 53). This suggested that about the frequency of 5 to 80 Hz, the effect of
vibration on the human body is directly proportional to the psychophysical response
of the person. Note that the studies mentioned here are done with single frequency
content. In other words, only the magnitude is a variable and repeated tests are done
with incrementing sinusoidal excitation frequencies.
The comfort tests are conducted with volunteers and results are analysed from their
subjective responses. There is two ways in which one can obtain subjective ride com-
fort results, absolute and relative comparison (21). The absolute method was done in
early researches and was found to be inconsistent due to a lack of standard magni-
tude,exposure time and discomfort terminologies. Therefore different studies showed
vastly different outcomes in which little relation could be establish between studies
(22). Relative method proved to be more consistent. Relative comparison involves the
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subjective comfort responses between a reference and test stimuli where the volunteer is
to give a subjective comfort response for the ’test’ stimuli as compared to the reference.
The ride comfort tests in this study employs the relative approach (Chapter 5).
It was found that a constant measured magnitude of vibration does not produce the
same discomfort effect at all frequencies. The frequency range in which the human
body is effected by is generally between 0.5 to 100 Hz. Low frequencies of less than 0.5
Hz mostly causes motion sickness. As such, many experiments have been conducted to
map the sensitivity of the human body to vibration in regards to frequencies. These
sensitivity curves produced from these experiments are known as equivalent comfort
contours. Comfort contours indicate the vibration magnitude that must be raised or
lowered in order to create the same effect and degree of discomfort to the human body
along the frequency spectrum (21). In other words, if the magnitude of a given vi-
bration is to raise or lower its magnitude according to the equivalent comfort contour
along the frequency spectrum, the amount of discomfort felt by the individual will be
equal regardless of the frequency of the vibration.
There is a wide variety of comfort contours showing the effect of vibration frequency
on comfort in the literature. Although most are long-standing, modern researchers are
still looking on improving the accuracy of these contours like Thuong and Griffin (59).
All studies into the development of comfort contours is done according to vibration
direction. The directions are divided into vertical, fore-aft and lateral. For example,
Fig. 2.4 shows the contours obtained from respective studies in the literature. Form
Fig2.4, it can be seen that although there is significant differences in magnitude values.
This is mainly due to different experiment setups and vibration magnitudes between
the different studies (21). It is, however, apparent that they all identified highest sensi-
tivity (troughs) in the frequencies about 8Hz for vertical vibration. Similarly, contours
were obtained for the human sensitivity to vibration for the other axes (X Axis , Y
Axis) as well as rotational axes. Horizontal comfort contours studies (20, 40) were done
without the seat backrest. The absence of a backrest enable a more accurate repre-
sentation of the horizontal equivalent comfort contour. This is due to different seats
provide differing degrees of vibration at the backrest, these varying dynamic properties
may influence to discomfort to the seated person (48). Similarly, the studies indicated
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similar trends for lateral (Y-axis) equivalent comfort contours. For both the Fore/Aft
(X-axis) and Lateral (Y-Axis) vibrations, the sensitivity to vibration peaks at 2-3 Hz
for both and sensitivity decreases linearly in respect to frequency above frequencies of
10 Hz.
Nearly all vehicle seats today have a backrest. The backrest is mainly to provide sta-
bility to the seated occupant for low frequency vibration, but for higher frequency
vibration (> 10Hz), it poses another source for transmission of vibration to the seated
human body (21). As the backrest vibration can significantly affect the discomfort of
the occupant, the seat back vibration should be looked at as a separate location for
measurements. There are several studies which look into the backrest vibration and
its effects on the seated human body as well. It was discovered that vertical (Z-axis)
vibration of the seat backrest has a tendency to increase transmission of vibration to
the head (42, 45). Studies also showed that fore/aft (X-axis) seat back vibration causes
significant discomfort to the seated occupant as compared to lateral (Y-axis) vibration.
The measured equivalent comfort contours for seat back vibration in the 3 axes have
identified that lateral vibration at the backrest causes the least amount of discomfort
as compared to fore/aft vibration which contributes most significantly to occupant dis-
comfort. (48).
Rotational equivalent comfort contours were also obtained through several studies in
the literature. It was found that the effects of rotational vibration are greatly influenced
by the position of the centre of rotation. It has been shown (47, 55) that as subjects
move further from the centre of rotation of a given rotational vibration, the more dis-
comfort is experienced. It therefore can be concluded that pure rotational vibration
(about the center of rotation) has less effect to discomfort due to increased translational
vibration when the human body is away from the center of rotation. In regards to the
equivalent comfort contours of pure rotational vibration on a seated occupant, study
by Parsons and Griffin (48) identified that pure roll has the most significant effects to
vibration followed by pitch rotational vibration and then yaw vibration.
Most of the studies discussed here involve the development of equivalent comfort con-
tours for different direction and location of vibration to the human body. Most of the
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Figure 2.4: Example vertical (Z-axis) comfort contours from literature - Figure
shows one equivalent comfort contour for vertical Z-axis vibration of seated persons from
each experiment from the literature. —·— Miwa (40), —x— Shoenberger and Harris (53),
- - - - - Yonekawa and Miwa (Yonekawa1972), —|— Dupuis et al.(13), —‖— Jones and
Saunders (26), —xx— Shoenberger (54), - - · - - Griffin (18), —— Griffin et al (20), –· · ·–
Parsons et al. (48), – – – Oborne and Boarer (44), · · · · · Donati et al. (10), - - ·· - -
Corbridge and Griffin (6) (Taken from Handbook of Human Vibration, M.J. Griffin (21))
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time, in the experiments, volunteers are excited with sinusoidal vibration in controlled
laboratory conditions. This is because frequency or magnitude of the excitation should
be kept constant in order to obtain accurate contour curves. Although the contours can
be accurately obtained in these conditions, it does not reflect on real world scenarios
where the vibration frequencies and magnitude are highly random. Furthermore, these
studies in utilises rigid seats. This means the seats have no cushions are preferably dy-
namically rigid. This is because it is generally agreed that different types of production
vehicle seats exhibit different dynamic properties that would influence the accuracy of
results, furthermore, it is believed that comfort contours developed with rigid seats
increases repeatability of results and can be applied to a different vehicle seats with
minimal discrepancies (21).
However, this is only the case if the seats in question does not possess dynamic prop-
erties (62) as dynamic properties and mode shapes will presumably alter the measured
results. As most vehicle seats with backrest possess dynamic properties between 0.5-80
Hz in the range of human sensitivity to vibration, it should be examined if seat struc-
tural dynamic properties would cause significant influence in the comfort contours. This
is currently lacking in the literature.
2.1.3 International Standards
The effects of vibration on the human body can range from slight discomfort to severe
health risk. Its effects should be well documented and limits should be set for exposure
magnitude and duration for a range of operational environments in order to improve
health and safety as well as product quality assessment.
The most widely used international standard, the ISO2631 “Guide for the evaluation
of human exposure to whole-body vibration” (25) , was first published in 1974. The
standard was revised with improved limits and reduced ambiguity and republished sev-
eral times over the years. The latest with the most recent revision published in 1997.
In relation to vibration and frequency content effects on the human body, the standard
employed the findings from the many studies in the literature. The standards suggests
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significant influence of vibration to human beings at frequencies between 0.5 to 100 Hz.
At 0.5 hertz, affects are linked to motion sickness.
The ISO2631 standards introduced the concept of frequency weighting. Frequency
weightings are related to equivalent comfort contours and were derived from the com-
fort contours in the literature. The frequency weighting curves defines the value by
which the vibration magnitude at each specific frequency is to be multiplied in order
to “weight” the measured vibration according to its effect on the human body. The
weightings are higher at frequencies where higher human sensitivity to vibration occurs
and lower at frequencies with lesser sensitivity to vibration. Therefore, the frequency
weightings are an inverse of the equivalent comfort contours.
Figure 2.5: Frequency weighting curves for principal weightings - Figure shows
the principal frequency weighting curves used in the ISO2631. ——– Wk, — — — Wd,
— – — – — Wf (Taken from ISO2631-1:1997)(25)
Fig. 2.5 and 2.6 presents the frequency weightings of the ISO2631 standards. The
weighting curves are applied to respective axes and location. For example, referring
to Fig.2.3 seating posture, weighting curves Wd is applied to the X-axis and Y-axis
at the seat supporting surface and Wk to the Z-axis. Weighting curve Wf is applied
to motion sickness assessment and other curves like Wc and We are used for backrest
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Figure 2.6: Frequency weighting curves for additional weightings - Figure shows
the additional frequency weighting curves used in the ISO2631. ——– Wc, — — — We,
— – — – — Wj(Taken from ISO2631-1:1997)(25)
(x-axis) and rotational vibration respectively. The weighted r.m.s. acceleration value,
aw , is calculated with the equation:
aw =
[∑
(Wiai)
2
] 1
2
(2.3)
where aw is the weighted rms acceleration, ai and Wi are the actual measured accel-
eration and weighting factors respectively for a specific frequency (i). Note that the
standard require vibration magnitudes be expressed in m/s2 root-mean-suqre (r.m.s)
where possible. To quantify the weighted r.m.s. values for a specific location, for ex-
ample, seat supporting surface in which 3 axis is measured, the following equation is
used:
av =
(
k2xa
2
wx + k
2
ya
2
wy + k
2
za
2
wz
) 1
2 (2.4)
where av is the frequency weighted rms acceleration value of all 3 axes. kx is the mul-
tiplication factor of the X axis, awx is the weighted rms acceleration Eq.5.1 of the X
axis. The multiplication factors, assigned by the standards, suggest the contributing
influence or importance of a particular point and direction of vibration. For example,
k = 0.8 for seat back X-axis direction vibration as compared to k = 0.5 for seat back
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Y-axis vibration. This implies that the for/aft vibration of the seat back has a higher
influence on discomfort as compared to lateral seat back vibration. Therefore, the fre-
quency weighting curves takes into consideration the frequency content of the vibration
and the multiplication factor depicts the importance of the direction of the vibration.
The total acceleration value at is the total frequency weighted r.m.s.value being experi-
enced by the seated occupant. It takes into consideration different location of vibration
measurements and provides a single global value used in assessment of overall ride com-
fort (table 3.1). The total vibration value at is derived from the equation 2.5 in which
for this example, the measurement points are the seat supporting surface (seat pan)
and the seat back.
at =
(
a2v1 + a
2
v2
) 1
2 (2.5)
where av1 is the seat pan total acceleration and av2 is the seat back total acceleration.
Although the current standard takes into account the seat back vibration in its vibra-
tion measurement, in the modern world where nearly all transportation seats have a
backrest, it appears that there is not enough importance placed on backrest vibration.
It is considered by the standard that backrest vibration is additional and not considered
a must to be included. This has caused many vibration analysers to leave out the need
for backrest measurements in their vibration analyser systems (Svantek-SV101).
According to studies (21), the seat back accounts for high amount of vibration trans-
mission at frequencies above 10hz and in some cases the main cause of discomfort for
the occupant. Furthermore, it seems accelerometer pad location and inclination of the
backrest is not well considered in the standards. The location of the accelerometer
pad and the inclination of the seat back has proven to have significant effect on the
measured transmission of vibration to the seated human body as shown by Nakashima
and Maeda (43). It is also worth mentioning that rotational vibration at the seat sup-
porting surface is considered additional and not mandatory. Most accelerometer pads
used for WBV measurements do not have the ability to measure rotational vibration.
The rotational vibration on the backrest is also neglected in the standards. Considering
high dynamic characteristics of vehicle seat back, it is the author’s opinion that the
rotation vibration of the backrest should be considered in measurements as well.
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2.2 Vehicle Seat Structural dynamics
The term structural dynamics is used to describe the characteristic of a structure under
dynamic operation. In other words, it is the behaviour of a structure under operational
conditions where the given structure is influenced by movements, loads and vibrations.
A major aspect in the characterisation of structural dynamics is the use of modal analy-
sis. Modal analysis is the study of the dynamic behaviour of structures under vibration
excitation. Generally, modal analysis will provide the frequency response function
(FRF) of the structure. This provides information about the transfer function, reso-
nance frequencies, modal participation, mode shapes and damping of the given system.
There have been much research and development done in regards to modal analysis of a
vehicle before actual production. Due to the competitiveness of the automotive indus-
try, very few of these studies find their way into open literature. In NVH development
for production vehicles, care is taken to ensure that the vehicle seat structural dy-
namics does not interact with drive-line excitation frequencies and fundamental chassis
resonances. This is because the vibration of the seat is highly related to the structural-
dynamics interaction of the vehicle body with its mounted seat (4, 16). The control
of seat resonance frequencies such that they are moved away from vehicle structural
resonance frequencies (11, 30) will improve the ride comfort of the vehicle. However,
vehicle seats are designed to operate in many different loading conditions. The seat
should have ideal dynamic qualities when empty and also with occupants ranging from
40-100 kilograms. However, studies regarding the interaction of the human body on
the vehicle seat structure are rare in open literature.
Researches involving the structural dynamics of vehicle seat structures have generally
concerned themselves with addressing unwanted noise, transmissibility of excitation
sources to the seat structure and to ensure minimal interaction with other automo-
tive component resonances (4, 12). These studies have identified major resonances and
modal characteristics of vehicle seats below 100 Hz. This is well within range of human
sensitivity to vibration and more studies should examine the interaction of the seated
human body on these dynamic characteristics of the seat. Therefore, the knowledge
about the seat structural resonant frequencies when it is coupled with occupant and the
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possible relationships with the seat-alone structural resonant frequencies is important
(60).
The need to quantify the seated human ride comfort during vehicle design and pro-
totyping requires accurate modelling of the human body for simulation and physical
experiments. Previous studies have shown that a typical crash test dummy model
(normally used to replace human body in vehicle tests) did not provide accurate ride
comfort results. This is because the crash test dummy does not give an accurate repre-
sentation of the dynamic characteristics of a human body. New studies therefore aimed
to model and develop specific dummy models for comfort testing (49). Fig. 2.7 illus-
trates a mechanical/mathematical model of the seated human body and seat system.
It is clear that the modelling of the human and seat system is complicated with many
degrees of freedom.
Analytical, numerical and physical dummy models for the dynamic characteristics of
the human body have been developed in past studies (28, 49, 58). Although accurate to
a certain degree, most models to date still do not interact with the seat structure as real
human bodies do. This is mainly due to the non-linearity and complexity of the human
body dynamics (21, 31, 37, 51). In other words, the model can not accurately represent
the human body in all range of weight and size, as well as in all frequency ranges.
Therefore, alternative methods are required to characterize the dynamics of the com-
bined human body-seat structure (35). It is the author’s opinion that characterisation
of vehicle seat structural dynamics can be accomplished through experimental modal
analysis of common vehicle seat structures with human volunteers of varied weight.
2.2.1 Modal Analysis
Modal analysis of a structure can be done in 3 ways, numerical modal analysis with
the use of finite element analysis (FEA), analytical modal analysis involving spatial
and modal model matrices and experimental modal analysis (EMA) which involves the
measurement of dynamic properties with accelerometers on the actual structure under
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Figure 2.7: Mechanical/Mathematical Human-Seat System Model - The figure
illustrates the human and seat mechanical/mathematical model developed by Pennati et al,.
(Taken from “A dummy for the objective ride comfort evaluation of ground vehicles”(49)).
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vibration excitation.
In this research, experimental modal analysis (EMA) will be used. EMA is the physical
testing and measuring of a test structure under controlled vibration excitation. The
type of modal testing known as frequency response function method will be discussed
here. The general system equation is expressed in the frequency domain in equation
2.6. Note that measurements are done in the time domain and converted to the fre-
quency domain with Fourier Transform.
{X (f)} [H(f))] = [Y (f)] (2.6)
{X (f)} represents the input excitation to the system, [H(f))] represents the system
and contains the Frequency Response Functions (FRF) and [Y (f)] is the output of the
system.
Fig. 2.8 illustrates the typical single-point excitation test configuration. The analyser
is used for signal processing and data acquisition. Depending on the model of the
analyser, it can have many inputs which could accommodate numerous transducers.
The analyser can ultimately obtain the system’s FRF through Fourier transform. This
is known as FFT or Fast Fourier Transform. The analyser also provides vibrational
excitation signal to the shaker. The heart of the system is the controller CPU, which
linked to the analyser, interprets the results and presents it graphically. The controller
CPU is where the operator interacts with the whole system.
Ideally, the structure should be suspended in space away from any possible interaction
with other objects. Though not theoretically possible on earth, the use of isolators
such are air springs or the simple string can give acceptable results. The use of electro-
magnetic shakers are predominant in modal analysis with a ’stinger rod that connects
the shaker to the test structure. The shaker excitation signal is amplified through an
amplifier from the analyser. Transducers are used for data acquisition. The transducer
placed between the shaker and the structure can either be a accelerometer or a force
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Figure 2.8: Single-Point Excitation Test Configuration - The figure illustrates the
general test configuration for a single-point excitation experimental modal analysis.
sensor. This information is used to obtain the transfer functions and the FRFs. Trans-
ducers on the structure are generally accelerometers in EMA.
The obtained FRF will present the dynamic response of the system in terms of fre-
quency. Fig 2.9 shows a typical frequency response function obtained from EMA. The
peaks on the graphs corresponds to the resonance of the system. The rigid body mode
represented in the figure is common in EMA and it not a dynamic response of the
system but rather of the test setup. An ideal system suspended in free space will not
have rigid body modes. It is therefore essential to keep the rigid body modes of a test
setup as low as possible (amplitude and frequency). The frequency in which this rigid
body mode occurs is depended on how free moving the constraints or fixtures for the
test specimen are.
Each resonance of a system is also known as a mode. In the event that a structure is
excited at its resonant or mode, a structural deformation occurs that is distinct to that
resonant frequency. This is known as a mode shape. Fig. 4.10 illustrates the FRF and
form of modal movements (mode shapes) of a particular plate structure.
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Figure 2.9: Frequency Response Function - The figure illustrates a typical FRF
obtained from experimental modal analyses. Note the rigid body mode of the system and
the peaks corresponding to resonant frequencies.(Taken from The Fundamentals of Modal
Testing(1))
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Figure 2.10: Mode Shapes - The figure gives a graphical representation of modal
deformations known as mode shapes of a particular flat plate is under respective resonant
frequencies.
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2.3 Conclusion
The understanding, assessment and prediction of passenger ride comfort in various
transportation vehicles have been a topic of interest for many decades. The under-
standing of ride comfort is of importance as it affects comfort (perception of quality of
product/service), safety (High levels of discomfort causes fatigue) and health (long term
exposure causes muscular-skeletal injuries). Studies relating to whole body vibration
have, over the years, developed and refined the equivalent comfort contours of the seat
human body. Similarly, international standards have been developed from these WBV
studies to define the health risks and behaviour of the human body when subjected to
vibration for which guidelines and thresholds are defined. This saw the introduction of
the frequency weighting curves to estimate ride comfort.
It is however important to note that the equivalent comfort contours were developed
with rigid seats. This means the seat did not have soft cushions and are considered
dynamically rigid structures. This is to provide repeatable counters applicable to many
seat types. Since different seat structures exhibit different dynamic characteristics, it
is assumed difficult to obtain accurate contours with normal production vehicle seats.
Moreover, different cushion types (stiffness and memory) might affect the vibration
measurements. As Griffin (21) stated, measurement of the vibration of the body at the
ischial tuberosities on a non-rigid seat can give a near-zero reading due to the dynamic
properties of the foam interacting with the seated human body dynamics. This phe-
nomenon is yet to be explored. Furthermore, some studies have also neglected the seat
backrest in which experiments were done on seats without backrest. It is mentioned
by Griffin (21), among others, that vibration from the backrest has major contribu-
tion to discomfort at frequencies above 10Hz. Modal analyses of seat structures have
confirmed the high modal participation of the seat backrest that could explain this.
The international standards have also not placed much importance on the backrest
vibration in their guidelines. Vibration measurements at the backrest are considered
additional and not mandatory and rotational vibration is not considered.
Studies relating to the automotive industry and vehicle seat structures on the other
hand have focused on the structural dynamics (resonance and mode shapes) of the com-
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ponents, including the seat structure, in vehicle design and production. The studies
address reduction in unwanted noise, transmissibility of excitation sources to the seat
structure and to ensure resonance of various automotive components are differentiated
from one another. Due to the non-linearity of the human body, there are not many
studies that examine how the seated human body alters the dynamic characteristics of
seat structures.
The author concludes that there is a gap in the literature in regards to:
1. Seat structural dynamics and its effects on Ride Comfort
2. The effects of the seated human body on the structural dynamics of the seat.
3. The accuracy of international standards’ method for ride comfort measurement in
regards the seat dynamic characteristics
The structural dynamic characterisation of the coupled “seated human body and seat
structure” system can improve current knowledge in the field of seated human vibra-
tion, ride comfort and vehicle structural dynamics. Furthermore, the investigation into
the effects and accuracy of seat structural dynamics can improve understanding and
accuracy for the international standards.
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Chapter 3
Methodology and Experiment
Design
3.1 Introduction
In the field of ride comfort and whole body vibration (WBV), studies have identified the
fundamental modes and resonances of the seated human body. Consequently, national
and international standards have been developed, and equivalent comfort contours for
human response to vibration have been drafted. These standards and comfort con-
tours, developed from WBV studies, were derived from dynamically rigid seats. Rigid
seats were used to increase repeatability of results and ensure consistent ride comfort
assessment (21). Nevertheless, it is known that most automotive seats possess reso-
nances in the human sensitivity range of 0-80 Hz. Therefore, we should not neglect
seat structural dynamics in ride comfort analysis.
NVH engineers in the automotive industry design modern seats to have their natural
frequencies away from the fundamental resonance of the seated human body (0.5-10hz).
On the other hand it is not possible to design the natural frequencies to be above the
region of human sensitivity to vibration (0-80 Hz). Also, in the design of vehicles,
resonance of different parts must be spaced out so as not to interact with each other.
If the seat resonances frequencies coincides with drive train excitation frequencies, will
lead to increased vibration amplitude transmitted to the vehicle occupant, adversely
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affecting ride comfort/quality. The basic seat structure is designed to accommodate
many different configurations from different weighted cushions to occupants with dif-
ferent weights. Therefore the bare-frame of the seat which may have resonance in the
“safe zone” may not necessarily be in a safe zone when occupied by a passenger. Due
to the non-linear response of the human body to vibration, it is difficult to predict and
model the effects of the human body on the dynamic properties of the seat structure.
Therefore, real-life experiments with human volunteers can give a clearer understand-
ing on the effects of seat trims and seat occupants on the seat structure. Moreover,
realistic experimental results could help in improving modelling techniques and predic-
tion for future seat designers. Therefore this study firstly aims to observe if current
standards are accurate in predicting ride comfort for seat resonances and secondly aim
the characterize experimentally the seats structures dynamic characteristics in different
operation conditions.
In this chapter, a detailed research methodology is presented to address the above
mentioned aims. The research is divided into 2 different studies, the characterization
of the occupied and unoccupied seat structural dynamics, and the effects of resonance
on ride comfort. The research methodology for each will be discussed separately in the
next section.
3.2 Research Methodology
3.2.1 Structural dynamic characterization of vehicle seat structures
The first step in this research is to identify and characterize important key dynamic
attributes of vehicle seat structures. It is also important to identify similar dynamic
properties among a range of modern vehicle seats. This will be done by detailed exper-
imental modal on a range of vehicle seats from different vehicle types. The experiments
are divided into 5 test configurations as listed below. For each test configuration, all
three seat specimens will be tested. Modal deformations (mode shapes), frequencies,
damping and order will be recorded and analyzed.
Test configurations:
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1. Bare Frame The specimen seats are stripped to its bare frame. Modal analysis
on the bare frame will give basic understanding of the dynamic characteristics of
the specimen seats.
2. Unoccupied cushioned seat The specimen seats are tested fully trimmed. This
will be as the unoccupied seat found in the vehicle.
3. Occupant avg. weight The specimen seats are occupied by average weighted
occupants (68-72kg). Standard with of 70kg is used as standards for most vehicle
manufacturers.
4. Different weighted occupants A range of occupants weighing 50-100 kg will
be tested. This is to explore the relationship between dynamic characteristics
and occupant weight
5. Different weighted occupants (Lean Forward) Occupants are told to lean
forward where no weight is supported by the seat back.
For the experiments, the specimen seats will be mounted rigidly to a vibration table
similar to operating conditions. The experiment rig will be setup to accommodate
different vehicle seat mount designs. Although there are many different vehicle types,
most vehicle seats are similar in design. Designs generally consist of a seat pan, an
adjustable seat back and adjustable rails. The seat back is attached to the seat pan
via a pivot for angular adjustment of seat back angle. The seat pan is then attached
to a moving rail system. The rails are then mounted rigidly to the vehicle chassis floor
pan. It is expected that they will share similar dynamic properties.
3.2.2 Seat Resonance on Ride Comfort Tests
As mentioned above, WBV international standards are developed from studies using
dynamically rigid seats. On the other hand, actual vehicle seats are not dynamically
rigid and therefore it is important to verify if ISO test standards and equivalent contours
are able to accurately predict ride comfort ratings when the vehicle seat is resonating.
Referring to Table 3.1, excerpt from the ISO2631-1 Annex C, it can be seen that if
the measured frequency-weighted rms acceleration value is kept constant, the degree
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of comfort felt by the passenger should be constant as well. Therefore, this study will
follow the ISO-2631 test procedure and comfort criteria. Ride comfort survey will be
conducted with 15-20 human volunteers. The volunteers will be exposed to different
vibration excitation at selected frequencies corresponding to various dynamic charac-
teristic (mode shapes) of the seat structure. For all frequencies and tests sequences, the
frequency-weighted rms acceleration would be kept at a constant value. The volunteers
will be ask to compare the degree of discomfort felt between test sequences. As the
volunteers will be assessing the ride quality when the seat structure is at non resonance
as well as at resonances (Fore-aft, Lateral and Torsion), we can identify and quantify
the contribution to discomfort the respective resonance and mode shape have as com-
pared to a non-resonating seat. This will also enable the assessment of to current ISO
standards and test procedures.
Table 3.1: ISO2631-1 Annex C comfort reactions to vibration environments
Frequency Weighted
Subjective Response
rms Acceleration (m/s2)
< 0.315 Not uncomfortable
0.315 - 0.63 A little uncomfortable
0.5 - 1.0 Fairly uncomfortable
0.8 - 1.6 Uncomfortable
1.25 - 2.5 Very uncomfortable
> 2.0 Extremely uncomfortable
3.3 Design of Experiment Setup
1. Vibration table rigid in the range of 0-100Hz (Natural frequency >
100Hz)
As the research is concerned with the frequency range of 0.5 80Hz, therefore, the
vibration table must be designed to be rigid in this frequency range. This ensures
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any possible interaction of the table vibration modes and seat vibration modes
are avoided. The objectives of this research involves the excitation of the vehicle
seat in the mounted configuration. In such case, a rigid vibration should be used
to simulate a rigid floor pan.
2. Rigid modes for experiment rig below 15 Hz.
The rigid modes to the experiment rig should be kept as low as possible as to
ensure accurate results in to test frequency range. Ideally, rigid modes should be
kept below 15 Hz
3. Accurately obtain key vibration attributes (Resonances, Mode shapes),
Detailed visualisation and FRFs
The use of eleven tri-axial accelerometers strategically placed on the seat frame
enables appropriate coverage of the different seat mode shapes. Accelerometer
output of 33 FRFs gives detailed structural responses at key points of the seats
in X, Y and Z axis. Off-center shaker excitation point enables capture of all
fundamental modes. Validation of results with simulation to ensure accuracy of
the experiment setup.
4. Accommodate various types of vehicle seats and occupant weights.
The experiment rig must be able to accommodate different types vehicle seats.
The experiment setup should be able to rigid enough for human to sit on the seat.
5. Whole-body vibration ride comfort test according to the ISO2631 stan-
dard.
The experiment setup should be have necessary equipment for testing of ride
comfort according to ISO2631.
6. Achieve 0.5 m/s2 R.M.S. acceleration magnitude to the seated human
occupants. Able to attain a frequency weighted R.M.S. acceleration of 0.5
m/s2 transmitted to the human body in the test frequency range of 0-100 Hz.
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The schematic of the experiment setup can be seen in Fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Experiment Setup - The figure shows the schematic of the experiment
setup used.
3.3.1 Vibration Table Design
An exisiting vibration table was designed and fabricated previously for other similar ap-
plications. Initial modal tests on the original vibration table revealed that the structure
was too weak for the objectives of this study. Without a vehicle seat mounted, the table
showed a first order natural frequency at 80 Hz. The mode shape was a twisting (Fig.
3.2) of the table which would significantly affect the accuracy of experiment results.
The FRF of the original table can be seen in Fig. 3.3, depicted by the red graph. The
FRF is taken from the vector sum of 4 tri-axial measurment points indicated in Fig. 3.3.
To ensure minimal interaction of table structural dynamics and the accuracy of obtained
experimental data, stiffening of the table is essential. Finite element analysis (FEA)
was done on the table design to increase the vibrational stiffness without increasing
the weight significantly. The modifications must also be designed such that it can be
accomplished by the university workshop. Fig. 3.2 shows the FEA of the original and
modified vibration tables. First resonance and mode shape of the unmodified table was
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calculated to be 90Hz, and the subsequent addition of 7 bars chosen to be the best
design shifted the natural frequency of the table by approximately 33
Figure 3.2: FEA of Vibration Table - The figure shows the results of the finite element
modal analysis of the original vibration table and the modified vibration table.The resonant
and mode shape is depicted here as well as the structural modifications
Subsequently, verifying the modifications done on the table with experimental modal
analysis, the natural frequency of the table shifted from 80 Hz to 100 Hz. This is
satisfactory for the research frequency range. Fig. 3.3 shows the comparison between
the FRFs of the modified (green) and original (red) extracted from the experimental
modal analysis. As mentioned above, the FRFs are vector sum measured at 4 points
shown in the figure (Fig. 3.3).
3.3.2 Vibration Table Rigid Modes
Similar to the table natural frequency, the rigid modes of the table must be kept as low
in the test frequency range as possible. Rigid modes refers to the rigid body motion
of the vibration table. These rigid modes would have an effect on the accuracy of the
results and therefore, identifying them and limiting their frequencies as low as possible
will increase the accuracy of the obtained results. The rigid modes of the experiment
setup is governed by the elastic properties of the supporting air cushions (Fig 3.1).
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Figure 3.3: FRF of Vibration Table - The figure shows the frequency response func-
tions from the experimental moda analysis of the original and modified vibration table left
to right respectively. It deicts the shift in natural frequency before and after modifications.
The measurement points are clearly shown on the top left.
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Testing was done on different air cushions to determine the best choice for the experi-
ment setup.
Since the concern of this study is the fundamental modes of the seat structure and
the effects of these on ride comfort and that the sensitivity to human vibration peaks
at 14-16Hz (ISO), it is vital to have the rigid modes below these frequency range for
accurate results. The graphs in Fig. 3.4 shows the sum FRF (X,Y and Z axis) of 3
different convolution air springs that were tested for suitability in the range of 0 - 30
Hz. The peaks in the graphs indicate rigid modes of the system. Table.3.2 shows the
volume of the various air springs at 3 bar pressure and 2 kN vertical downward force.
Figure 3.4: Vibration Table Rigid Modes - The figure shows the frequency response
functions of the table rigid modes when three different cushion sized were tested. The
frequencies of the last rigid modes of each cushion type is clearly shown
The results indicated that the rigid modes reduces in frequencies with increase in air
volume of the cushion. In other words, the bigger the air cushion, the lower the fre-
quency of the rigid modes. It is worth mentioning that the triple convolution air spring
provided less resistance in the X and Y axis movements of the system as well. This
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Table 3.2: Air Cushion Size
Model Volume (cc)
SK 37-6 400
FS 48-4 200
FT 44-15 100
contributed significantly in reducing rigid modes related to X and Y axis movements.
3.4 Experiment Equipment and Instrumentation
The equipment used in the research and experiments are listed in this section.
3.4.1 Accelerometers
Model: PCB Piezotronics 356A16 Accelerometer
Specs: Tri-axial, high sensitivity, ceramic shear ICP accel., 100 mV/g, 0.5 to 5k Hz,
aluminum hsg, 4-pin conn.
Figure 3.5: Tri-Axial Accelerometer - PCB Piezotronics 356A16 Tri Axial accelerom-
eter used in experimental modal analysis. Eleven were used in this study.
Description:
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Table 3.3: PCB 356A16 Accelerometer performance specifications
PERFORMANCE SI
Sensitivity( 10 %) 10.2 mV/(m/s)
Measurement Range 490 m/s pk
Frequency Range( 5 %)(y or z axis) 0.5 to 5000 Hz
Eleven PCB accelerometers were used for measurement and data acquisition in this
study. The accelerometers are placed directly on the seat frame structure with wax.
The 356A16 model ICP accelerometer from Piezotronics (Fig. 3.3) provide tri-axial
measurements of vibration per point. With eleven measurement points per measure-
ment, accurate data and modal movements can be measured without repeating mea-
surements. This eliminates inter-experimental variance and therefore provide more
accurate results.
3.4.2 Force Transducer
Model: PCB Piezotronics 221B02 Force Transducer
Specs: Link ICP quartz force sensor, 100 lb comp., 100 lb tension, 50 mV/lb
Figure 3.6: Force Transducer/Sensor - PCB Piezotronics 221B02 force transducer
used in experimental modal analysis.
Description:
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In this study, the force transducer is placed between the vibration exciter and the
experiment table during tests. The force transducer is secured to the vibration table
via hot glue and to the electro magnetic shaker via a stinger. The force transducer
measures the input force and relates it to the output acceleration measured by the
accelerometers. This enables measurement of the frequency response function in terms
of force as well as coherence of the measurements.
3.4.3 Shaker and Amplifier
Amplifier Model: Ling electronics Star 1.0
Shaker Model: Ling electronics LS-100
Figure 3.7: Signal Amplifier - Ling Electronics Star 1.0 Amplifier. Amplify generator
signal to shaker.
Figure 3.8: Electro-magnetic Shaker - Ling Electronics LS-100 electro-magnetic
shaker used in experimental modal analysis.
The electro-dynamic shaker is used to excite the seat structure through the test fre-
quency range. The shaker is connected to the test structure through a stinger from the
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Table 3.4: Ling Electronics LS-100 Electro-Magnetic Shaker Specifications
Model Armature Armature Sine Force Random Force Displacement
Diameter Mass RMS Pack to Peak
LS-100 3.00 in 1.1 lbs 100 lbf 60 lbf 1.00 in
(76.2 mm) (0.50 kg) (445 N) (267 N) (25.4 mm)
armature of the shaker to the force transducer attached to the structure. The excitation
force from the shaker is generated by an electric current in the coil which produces a
magnetic field opposing a static magnetic field. The static magnetic field is produced
by a permanent magnet. The vibration signal from the signal generator to the shaker
is amplified by the Ling electronics amplifier. The amplifier enables control of the force
to the test structure.
3.4.4 Data Acquisition, Signal Conditioning and Signal Generator
Model : LMS SCADAS Mobile SCM05 Frontend
Figure 3.9: LMS SCADAS Mobile - LMS SCADAS Mobile SCM05 Frontend. Used
for data acquisition, signal conditioning and signal generator.
The LMS SCADAS unit has 40 input channels with a max data sampling rate of 102.5
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kHz. The channels can be used to attach sensors for simultaneous data acquisition and
analysis. The SCADAS unit was also used for signal processing and excitation signal
generator. A total of 34 channels was used for model analysis of this study. (11 x
3 Accelerometers and 1 x Force Sensor). The accelerometer sampling frequency was
configured at 320Hz with a data acquisition range of 0- 160Hz.
3.4.5 Post Processing
Software: LMS TEST.LAB Version 11b Description:
LMS Test .lab software interface was used in conjunction with the SCADAS unit for
post processing, analysis and presentation of the results. The LMS Test.Lab Spectral
Testing plugin was used for data acquisition and tests. It enables the obtaining of Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) of accelerometer signals and the corresponding Frequency
Response Function (FRF) with the force sensor as reference. The Modal Analysis
plugin presents the FRFs of each measurement point and axis as well as the vector sum
of all points with modal stabilisation diagrams. The stabilization diagram was used to
obtained fundamental mode shapes of the test structure. Mode shape visualisation and
Modal Assurance Criteria (MAC) of the structure was also done with the software.
3.4.6 Accelerometer Pads
Model: Svantek SV-38V Whole-Body Vibration Seat Accelerometer
Table 3.5: Svantek SV-38V Accelerometer Pad Specifications
Performance SI
Number of axis 3
Sensitivity ( 5 %) 50 mV/(m/s2) at 15.915 Hz
Measurement range 0.01 ms RMS - 50 ms PEAK
Frequency response 0.01 Hz - 100 Hz
Resonant frequency 5 kHz
Description:
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Figure 3.10: Accelerometer Pad - Svantek SV-38V Whole-Body Vibration Accelerom-
eter.Used for ride comfort tests in accordance to ISO2631-1.
Two Svantek SV-38V accelerometer pads were used for the ride comfort tests in ac-
cordance to ISO2631. One is placed on the seat supporting surface (seat pan) and the
other is placed on the seatback. Used in conjunction with the SV106 human vibration
meter & analyser, the transmission of vibration to the seated human is obtained in
frequency weighted r.m.s. values.
3.4.7 Human Body Vibration Analyser
Model: Svantek SV106 Human Vibration Meter & Analyser
Table 3.6: Svantek SV-106 Specifications
Specifications
Standards ISO 8041:2005, ISO 2631-1,2&5, ISO 5349
Meter Mode RMS, VDV, MTVV or Max, Peak, Peak-Peak, Vector, A(8), Dose, ELV, EAV
Filters Wd , Wk , Wm, Wb, Wc, Wj, Wg, Wf (ISO 2631), Wh (ISO 5349) and Band Limiting filters
RMS & RMQ Detectors Digital true RMS & RMQ detectors with Peak detection, resolution 0.1 dB
Time constants from 100 ms to 10 s
Measurement Range Transducer dependent
Frequency Range 0.1 Hz - 2828 Hz (transducer dependent)
Data Logger Time-history data including meter mode results and spectra
Time-Domain Recording Simultaneous x, y, z time-domain signal recording, sampling frequency selectable: 375 Hz, 3 kHz or 6 kHz (option)
Analyser 1/1 octave real-time analysis with centre frequencies from 0.5 Hz to 2000 Hz (option)
1/3 octave real-time analysis with centre frequencies from 0.4 Hz to 2500 Hz (option)
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Figure 3.11: SV-106 Human Vibration Meter & Analyser - Svantek SV-106. Used
for measurement of transmitted vibration to the occupant body and used for ride comfort
tests in accordance to ISO2631-1.
Description: The SV106 Human Vibration Meter & Analyser enables vibration trans-
mission to the human body in accordance with many international standards (Eg
ISO2631 & ISO 8041). Predefined weighting filters are provided in the system. The
SV106 was used with the 2 x SV28V accelerometer pads to measure total vibration
value (at) during ride comfort tests. Note that the weighting factors as well as the
weighting filters were assigned in accordance to the standards ISO2631-1.
3.4.8 Hydraulic Actuator
Model Number : MTS 242.01 Hydraulic Actuator
Force: 5kn
Description:
For the ride comfort survey tests, a hydraulic actuator is used in place of the electro-
magnetic shaker. This is because the shaker did not have enough force to excite the
experimental setup with occupant to the desired level. The hydraulic actuator was used
to excite the experiment test structure to a total vibration value of 0.2 m/s2 frequency
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Figure 3.12: MTS Hydraulic Actuator - MTS Hydraulic Actuator. Used for ride
comfort tests to excite seat to desired frequency weighted RMS acceleration values.
weighted r.m.s. value in accordance to ISO 2631 with a human volunteer seated on the
seat structure. Signal generation is done with the MTS Flex software. Excitation is
programmed as a random signal with constant force. Force readings are obtained from
the MTS force transducer located between the hydraulic actuator and the experiment
table.
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Chapter 4
Structural Dynamic
Characteristic of Unoccupied and
Occupied Vehicle Seat
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the research aims to characterize the vehicle seats structural dynamics.
The experiment setup and experiment results are presented here, followed by the anal-
ysis and discussion of the results. The structural dynamics will be obtained through
modal analysis of the vehicle seats in different configurations.
The tests will be carried out on three different vehicle seats in the following configura-
tions:
1. Bare frame of the seat
2. Unoccupied cushioned seat
3. Occupied seat with 70 kg occupants
4. Occupied seat with occupant weight ranging from 50-100 kg
5. Occupied seat without occupant leaning on seat-back
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This approach will not only enable the understanding of the dynamic characteristic of
the seat structure, but the effect and contributing factors of the cushion trim, occupant
weight and human torso in changes in dynamic behaviour (resonant frequencies and
modal deformation) of the vehicle seat system. Comparing the dynamic properties of
the three different vehicle seats, we can identify common key vibration attributes that
could be applied to a wider range of vehicle seat structures.
4.2 Experiment Setup
Three different specimen seats obtained from various vehicle brand and types were used
in this study. The bare frames of the seats are depicted in Figure 4.1 below.
Figure 4.1: Test Seats - Bare frames of specimen seats used in the experiments
The three seat specimens are front passenger side seats with manual seat adjustments
(no electrical components) and no side air-bags attached. The seats are obtained from
different branded vehicles and types as listed below. Seat A is from a large SUV car,
while Seat B is from a compact hatchback car and Seat C is from a medium size
sedan car. The specimen seats are mounted on the vibration table one at a time. The
unoccupied “cushioned” seats are shown in Fig. 4.2. The weight of the seat back and
seat pan cushions are present in Table 4.2. The setup for the experiment is clearly
illustrated in figure 4.3. The series of test configurations for the experiments are listed
in table.4.1.
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Figure 4.2: Cushioned Seats - The unoccupied “cushioned” specimen seats used in the
experiments
Figure 4.3: Experiment Setup - The figure shows the schematic of the experiment
setup used.
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Table 4.1: List of test configurations
Test Configurations Seat
Excitation Volunteers
Freq. Accel. No. / Weight
1. Bare Frame A,B,C 0-100 Hz 1 m/s2 N/A
2. Unoccupied cushioned seat A,B,C 0-100 Hz 1 m/s2 N/A
3. Occupied seat with 70 kg occupants A,B,C 0-100 Hz 1 m/s2 6 / 68-72 kg
4. Occupied seat with varying occupant weight. A,B,C 0-100 Hz 1 m/s2 18 / 50-100 kg
5. Occupied seat without occupant leaning A,B,C 0-100 Hz 1 m/s2 18 / 50-100 kg
As discussed in the in Chapter 3, the vibration table is isolated from the ground with
four air mountings. The vibration table natural frequencies were designed to be above
100 Hz so as to avoid possible interactions between the table and the seat dynamic
properties. The seat is mounted via custom mounting brackets which were fabricated
to simulate the seat operating condition when it is assembled on the automotive body.
The electro-magnetic shaker is located below the table and away from the center of
gravity of the experiment rig. This off-center vibration excitation provides the input
power in different orientations to capture all available seat resonant frequencies and
corresponding mode shapes. The shaker excitation signal was setup as a zero-mean
sweep sine with a magnitude of 1 m/s2 from 0 to 100 Hz and excites the table in the
vertical direction (Fig. 4.3).
A total of eleven tri-axial accelerometers were used in the experiments. The accelerom-
eters are placed on different points of the seat frame as shown in Fig. 4.4. The locations
of the accelerometers are configured so as to achieve appropriate coverage for different
seat mode shapes. The locations of the sensors for the seat modal analyses were the
same for all test configurations. In all test conditions, the accelerometers were mounted
to the bare metal frame of the seat. For test conditions involving the cushions installed,
the foam was cut as shown in Fig. 4.5 to attach the accelerometers on the frame. Care
was taken to accommodate the deformation of the foam when occupied by a volunteer
so there is no interaction between the cushion or human body on the accelerometers.
The accelerometers provided a total of thirty three frequency response functions (FRF).
Axial orientation was setup in accordance to ISO-2631. LMS Test.Lab software and
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Figure 4.4: Accelerometer/Node Points - Seat measurement points shown on the
structure (a), and their equivalent geometry display (b), for mode visualization in LMS
Test.Lab.
LMS SCADAS Mobile front-end were used for signal generation, data acquisition, and
data analysis. For data acquisition, accelerometer sampling frequencies was configured
to 320 Hz with a acquisition frequency range of 0-160 Hz. This provided an FRF of
1025 spectral lines with 0.1565 Hz frequency resolution. This setup provided sufficient
detail in its output frequency response functions for the identification of key vibration
attributes of the test structures with reasonable test durations and manageable data
file sizes.
The weight of the seatback and seat pan cushions are listed in table.4.2. For the test
configuration “Occupied seat with 70 kg occupants”, a total of six male volunteers
weighing between 68-72 kg was chosen for the study. As for the test configurations
“Occupied seat with varying occupant weight” and “Occupied seat without occupant
leaning”, a total of 18 volunteers ranging from 50-100kg was chosen for the studies.
None of the volunteers have a history of neck pain, diseases of the cervical spine, or
musculoskeletal disorders. Informed consent was obtained from each volunteer prior to
this study.
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Figure 4.5: Cushion Modification - The figure shows the modification to cushions to
accommodate accelerometer fitments on frame of seat
Table 4.2: Foam Cushion Mass.
Seat A Seat B Seat C
Seat Back 1.4 kg 2.0 kg 1.9 kg
Seat Bottom 1.6 kg 1.5 kg 1.6 kg
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4.3 Experiment Procedure
Five test configurations were developed as outlined in Table 4.1. The seatback angle
for all tests configurations were set at 15 degrees backward inclination from the vertical
direction. For the test configurations involving human volunteers, the volunteers were
ask to sit with their feet firmly placed on the foot rest on the table. They were asked to
sit comfortably with their back on the backrest and with hands on their lap as shown
in Fig. 4.6. In regards to the test configuration “Occupied seat without occupant
leaning”, the occupants are made to sit comfortably with their backs away from the
backrests. In other words, they were told not to have any of their weight on the seat
backrests.
Figure 4.6: Sitting Position - The figure shows the sitting posture with human volun-
teer
For all test configurations, key vibration attributes were collected and post processed
through the LMS Test Lab software. Modal parameters collected include the thirty
three frequency response functions, resonant frequencies, damping and detailed visual-
isation of the mode shapes (modal deformation) for the three specimen seats.
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The frequency response functions of the seat structures were derived using H1 estima-
tions (36). H(f) can be derived from experimental data by using the cross-spectral
density function method,
H(f) =
Gio(f)
Gii(f)
(4.1)
where Gio(f) is the cross spectrum of the input (shaker excitation) and the output (tri-
axial acceleration of the various measurement points) and Gii(f) is the power spectrum
of the input.
The identification of resonance and mode shapes are done with the LMS software. The
data collected from the 11 tri-axial accelerometers gave a 33 degree of freedom mea-
surement of the seat. frequency response used in conjunction with Modal parameter
estimation to identify accurate modal models of the seat structures. Modal parameter
estimation is calculated with The least squares complex exponential (LSCE) method
and time domain multiple degree of freesdom (TMDOF) technique in the LMS soft-
ware. These method is the industry standard and provides accurate modal model from
lightly damped systems such in this case. The Modal parameter estimations were pre-
sented clearly in stabilization diagrams in the LMS software. The reported values in
the results sections are all accurately obtained from the stabilization diagrams.
In modal analysis, the stabilization diagram assists to obtain the stable poles or phys-
ically relevant system modes (resonant frequencies) and remove the poles meaningless
with respect to the physical interpretation. The system poles that are characterized
by the stabilization diagram are not necessarily related to the peak frequencies of the
FRF. The characterized poles indicate the independent uncoupled modes of the system.
Hence, each obtained pole from the stabilization diagram indicates one of the structural
resonant frequencies of the measured system (3, 14). An example stabilization diagram
is shown in Fig. 4.7 where S represent stable poles.
The damping values listed in the results are computed by the LMS software. The
damping is calculated by the software using the half-power bandwidth method from
the obtained frequency response functions. This method is defined as a ratio of the
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Figure 4.7: Stabilisation Diagram - S: Stable Pole, V: Vector Pole, O: Pole
frequency range between w1 and w2 and the peak of the natural frequency wn depicted
in Fig 4.8. Therefore, damping values reported in the results indicates the modal
damping value for its corresponding mode shape. The equations are summed up in
equation 4.2
ω1 − ω2
ωη
= 2ζ =
1
Q
(4.2)
To accurately identify the differences in dynamic behaviour of the seat structures under
the different test configurations, Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) values are calcu-
lated. A modal assurance criterion (MAC) defined by Eq.4.3 can be used to compare
the similarities of the two obtained mode shapes φ1 and φ2:
MAC(1,2) =
({φ1}T {φ2})2
({φ1}T {φ1})({φ2}T {φ2})
(4.3)
The MAC takes a value between 0 and 1: when two modes are close together, MAC
becomes close to 1.
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Figure 4.8: Half-Power Bandwidth Method - The figure presents the half-power
bandwidth method used to obtain damping values in the frequency domain. (Taken from
source: www.mfg.mtu.edu/cyberman/machtool/machtool/vibration/damping.html)
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Mode Shapes
To ensure the experiment setup was accurate in the capture of dynamic properties
of the vehicle seats, a comparison was made between experimental results and Finite
Element Method (FEM) simulation on Seat A. Fig. 4.9 presents to comparison on
the form of the modal movements as well as the corresponding resonant frequencies.
As shown, the results for the both experimental and simulation are very similar. The
sequence of the first three seat structural modes are the same; Lateral, Fore-Aft and
Twisting modes. The corresponding resonant frequencies are also similar ( <10%) and
slight difference are expected between experimental with simulation results.
The post-processed results for the five test configurations are presented in this section.
From the results obtained, it was interesting to find that all three specimen seats pos-
sessed the three similar fundamental resonance and mode shapes between the frequency
range of 0-80 Hz. Not only are the mode shapes similar, the sequence in which they
occur are the same as well. It was also discovered that for all five test configurations,
the addition of the cushion and occupants did not contribute any new dynamic char-
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Figure 4.9: Experimental and Simulation Comparison - This figure presents the
results of the mode shapes and its respective resonant frequencies of experimental and
FEM simulation results for Seat A
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Table 4.3: The MAC values for the lateral, fore/aft, and twisting modes.
MAC (SD)
Comparison
Lateral Mode Fore/Aft Mode Twisting Mode
Bare Frame vs Unoccupied Seat 0.75 (0.18) 0.90 (0.02) 0.47 (0.17)
Unoccupied vs Occupied Seat 0.69 (0.09) 0.88 (0.06) 0.47 (0.07)
acteristics, resonant frequencies or mode shapes to the dynamic characteristics of the
three seats. For all three seat specimens, the first structural resonant frequency was
a seatback lateral mode, the second one was a seatback fore-aft mode shape, and the
third one was a seat twisting mode shape. Post-processed visualisation of the modal
deformation at the respective resonant frequencies are depicted in Fig. 4.10. Visual
comparison of the structural modes (Fig. 4.10) indicates that the deformation of the
modes between the different test configurations are slightly different so that more seat
pan deformations are seen for the occupied seat. This indicates that although the types
of the modes are similar between the bare-frame, unoccupied, and occupied seats, the
human occupant has some effects on the form of the modal movements (deformations).
This could explain the values of the obtained MAC presented in table 4.3 . The MAC
helps further compare of the deformation of each mode between the occupied and un-
occupied seats by using MAC values.
Observing the frequency range of 0.5-10 Hz in relation with the fundamental modes of
the seated human body, our results indicate that although there were few rigid modes
below 10 Hz due to the design of the experiment rig, (Fig. 3.4), there was no seat
structural resonances (structural deformation of the seat structure) in this frequency
range. Therefore, the resonances below 10 Hz are contributed my the experiment setup
and not a structural characteristic of the seat system. It can be seen in Fig. 4.11 that
the seat is moving as a rigid body and there are no deformation of the seat. Therefore,
the reported seated human body modes from 0.5 to 10 Hz do not contribute to any
seat structural dynamic characteristics.
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Figure 4.10: Mode Shapes Comparison - The structural mode shapes of the seat
bare-frame, unoccupied seat (with cushion), and occupied seat (with human) obtained
from experiment. More seat pan deformations are seen for the occupied seat in all three
obtained seat lateral, fore-aft, and twisting modes.
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Figure 4.11: Rigid Modes - Two rigid modes of the seat (modes with no structural
deformations) observed below 10 Hz. The rigid mode #1 and rigid mode #2 are observed
at around 4 Hz and 9 Hz, respectively.
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4.4.2 Resonant Frequencies
The results from test configurations 1,2 and 3 (Table. 4.1) will be presented in this
section. Results will show the effect of the cushion and the seated human occupant
has on the seat dynamic properties. The effects of occupant weight on the dynamic
characteristics of the seats will be discussed in the next section.
The resonant frequencies are obtained from stabilisation diagrams calculated from post
processing of all the frequency response functions in the LMS software. Although the
stabilisation diagrams are derived from modal parameter estimation of the sum of the
33 frequency response functions obtained from each test, the results will be presented as
FRF graphs of single measurement points to better illustrate the resonant frequencies.
This is because the sum of all 33 FRFs will be too complicated and does not represent
the results adequately. Fig. 4.12 presents the experimentally obtained FRF results
of the three test condition,1,2 and 3,(Table 4.1) for Seat B. Note that we have used
points 4 (Y direction) accelerometer output for depicting the lateral mode shape, 1 (X
direction) for the fore-aft mode shape and point 7 (Y direction for the twisting mode
shape.this helps better visualization of the peaks. The FRFs comparisons for seatback
lateral, fore-aft and twisting modes are shown on the three panels of Fig. 4.12, where
the resonant frequencies are pointed out by the peaks and arrows. It is observed that
the level of the peaks for the resonant frequencies (shown by arrows in Fig. 4.12) de-
creased considerably from bare frame to seat alone and to the seat with volunteer (Fig.
4.12). The mode shapes for each of the peaks in the FRF graphs are also confirmed
by mode shape visualization from LMS Test.Lab software (Fig. 4.10). The two peaks
at around 4 Hz and 9 Hz of Fig. 4.12 are not related to the seat structural modes,
and they are related to the seat rigid modes as mentioned previously. The shift in the
respective resonant frequencies can also be clearly seen from Fig. 4.12.
The obtained resonant frequencies and damping of the lateral, fore-aft, and twisting
mode shapes are summarized in Tables 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, respectively. Note that al-
though the exact values of the resonant frequencies and modal damping values are
obtained using the stabilization diagram of LMS Test.Lab software, we have also ex-
amined the responses at other measurement points as well as the deformation shapes of
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of bare frame, seat alone, and seat with occupant
- Comparison of bare frame, seat alone, and seat with occupant lateral(a), fore-aft (b)
and twisting (c) resonant frequencies specified by arrows. Each graph indicates the FRF
between the acceleration (at specified points and direction) and shaker input force.
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Table 4.4: Bare Frame modal analysis results of the three specimen seats.
Seat A Seat B Seat C
Mode Shape
Freq.(Hz) Damping Freq.(Hz) Damping Freq.(Hz) Damping
Lateral 36.2 0.4% 23.6 1.0% 26.3 0.5%
Fore-Aft 40.8 0.5% 38.2 2.5% 33.3 0.9%
Twisting 62.4 0.6% 57.9 1.0% 42.4 0.4%
the obtained modes to ensure the correct modes are selected. For example, the lateral,
fore-aft, and twisting resonant frequencies are examined from responses at measure-
ment points 4 (Y), 1 (X), and 8 (Z) respectively.
As mentioned previously, the resonant frequencies are identified by modal estimation
parameter displayed on a stabilization diagram. This assists to obtain the stable poles
or physically relevant system modes (resonant frequencies) and remove the poles mean-
ingless with respect to the physical interpretation. Hence, each obtained pole from
the stabilization diagram indicates one of the structural resonant frequencies of the
measured system (3, 14). The damping value for each mode, which is known as modal
damping, is also extracted from the stabilization diagram. The LMS Test.Lab soft-
ware calculates the modal damping for each mode by using the half-power bandwidth
method. Hence, each damping value that is reported in Tables 4.4 - 4.6 indicates the
modal damping value for its corresponding mode shape. The orders of the modes for
the three different automotive seats used in this study are found to be consistent for
all test conditions, in which the seatback lateral, seatback fore-aft, and seat twisting
are the first to third mode, respectively.
From Tables 4.4 - 4.6, the resonant frequency changes of the three seatback lateral,
seatback fore-aft, and seat twisting mode shapes are summarized in Fig. 4.13 - 4.15 for
seats A, B, and C, respectively. Referring to figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15,considerable
decreases of the resonant frequencies, for the lateral and fore-aft modes, are observed
when the foam cushion is added to the seat bare-frame. However, little changes were
observed on the resonant frequencies of the twisting modes by adding the cushions to
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Table 4.5: Unoccupied seat (Bare Frame + Foam Cushion) modal analysis results of the
three specimen seats.
Seat A Seat B Seat C
Mode Shape
Freq.(Hz) Damping Freq.(Hz) Damping Freq.(Hz) Damping
Lateral 29.8 1.1% 19.4 1.9% 22.1 1.1%
Fore-Aft 34.7 3.9% 27.1 4.4% 24.9 4.7%
Twisting 58.2 3.7% 59.8 4.0% 40 5.2%
Table 4.6: Occupied seat (Bare Frame + Foam Cushion + Human Occupant) modal
analysis results of the three specimen seats. (SD) indicates the standard deviation of the
resonant frequencies.
Seat A Seat B Seat C
Mode Shape
Freq.(Hz) Damping Freq.(Hz) Damping Freq.(Hz) Damping
Lateral 30.1 17.4% 20 15.1% 22.1 11.6%
(SD) (-1) (-0.8) (-1)
Fore-Aft 37.3 11.8% 33.4 14.1% 30.3 9.1%
(SD) (-1.4) (-1.3) (-1.3)
Twisting 65.8 7.8% 69.2 2.2% 49.8 3.1%
(SD) (-0.9) (-1.1) (-1.1)
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the seat bare-frame.
The effects of the human occupant on the seat structure is interesting. For all three
seats, the seatback lateral resonant frequencies indicate no significant changes (4.13 -
4.15) from the unoccupied seat. However, the fore-aft and twisting resonant frequencies
of the occupied seat show considerable increases when compared with their correspond-
ing resonances of the unoccupied seat changes (4.13 -4.15). The human body increases
the overall mass of the seat, which is expected to result in considerable reduction of the
resonant frequencies. Interestingly, the obtained results suggests that the coupling of
the human body with the seat significantly increases the modal stiffness of the system.
As the value of the resonant frequency for each mode is related to the modal mass and
modal stiffness of that mode (3), the coupling effects of the human body and the seat
on different seat modes are expected to be different.
Figure 4.13: Seat A Resonant Frequencies - The changes of the Seat A (Fig. 4.1)
structural resonant frequencies from the seat bare-frame to the seat with cushion (unoccu-
pied seat) and seat with human (occupied seat)
The inter-subject variability for the six volunteers of similar weight (68-75 kg) who par-
ticipated in this section of the study was also studied. Fig. 4.16 shows the variability of
the seat (Seat B) frequency responses, for the six different volunteers. Although there
are some considerable variability between the level (magnitude) of the FRFs around
each resonant frequency, there is insignificant (less than 10%) variability (Table 4.7)
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Figure 4.14: Seat B Resonant Frequencies - The changes of the Seat B (Fig. 4.1)
structural resonant frequencies from the seat bare-frame to the seat with cushion (unoccu-
pied seat) and seat with human (occupied seat)
Figure 4.15: Seat C Resonant Frequencies - The changes of the Seat C (Fig. 4.1)
structural resonant frequencies from the seat bare-frame to the seat with cushion (unoccu-
pied seat) and seat with human (occupied seat)
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within each of the seatback lateral, fore-aft modes (P < 0.01). The twisting mode
on the other hand showed higher variations from the mean resonant frequency. This
inter-subject variability is partly due to the differences in the damping and mass of the
six volunteers, and it is also due to non-linear effects of the human body dynamics on
the seat (15, 45, 60). The inter-subject variabilities for the other two seats (Seat A and
Seat C) were similarly insignificant (Table 4.6).
Figure 4.16: Inter-subject variability - Inter-subject variability, for six volunteers
(Table 7), of the occupied seat lateral (a) and fore-aft (b) structural resonant frequencies.
Each graph indicates the FRF between the acceleration (at specified points and direction)
and shaker input force. The lateral (a) and fore-aft (b) resonant frequencies are specified
by arrows
The intra-subject variability was investigated by repeating the tests (three times for
each volunteer) when the seat is occupied by each volunteer. For each volunteer, the
values of the occupied seat lateral, fore-aft and twisting structural resonant frequencies
were compared. A sample of the intra-subject variability is shown in the Fig. 4.17.
This figure shows the occupied seat (Seat B) FRFs for one volunteer measured at point
4 (Y axis) and point 1 (X axis). There were little intra-subject variations (less than
5%) in the values of the occupied seat structural resonant frequencies (P < 0.01).
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Table 4.7: The occupied seat (Seat B) lateral, fore-aft, and twisting structural resonant
frequencies for six volunteers. The damping value for each mode indicates the modal
damping [17].
Lateral Mode Fore-Aft Mode Twisting Mode
Volunteer
Weight
Freq. Damping Freq. Damping Freq. Damping(kg)
(Hz) (%) (Hz) (%) (Hz) (%)
1 75 19.2 19.7 33.8 9.8 75.7 7.7
2 71 20.1 15.4 33 10.5 68.2 3.3
3 69 21.2 14.8 32.1 13.5 70.6 5.2
4 70 20.5 15.1 35.2 14.1 69.1 2.2
5 68 19.9 16.5 34.2 14.1 67.2.2 4.6
6 72 19.2 15.1 31.9 11.9 65.5 7.3
Average 70.8 20 16.1 33.4 12.3 69.4 5.05
(SD) (2.4) (0.77) (1.86) (1.28) (1.87) (3.54) (2.17)
Figure 4.17: Intra-subject variability - A sample of the measured intra-subject vari-
ability of the seat with human occupant lateral (a) and fore-aft (b) resonant frequencies.
Each graph indicates the FRF between the acceleration (at specified points and direction)
and shaker input force.
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4.4.3 Occupant Weight
The results for test configurations 4,5 are presented in this section. In these test config-
urations, 17 male volunteers of weight ranging from 55 to 105 kg participated to observe
the changes in dynamic characteristics of the seat structure when different weighted
occupants are seated on the seats.
As discussed in previous section, the unoccupied seats showed three main resonant
frequencies and mode shapes below 80 Hz. The first resonant frequency was a seat-
back lateral mode shape, the second resonant frequency was a seatback fore-aft mode
shape and the third resonant frequency a seat twisting mode shape. The results from
the 15-17 differently weighted volunteers indicated that the volunteers did not con-
tribute any new mode shapes or resonant frequencies to the seat structure and, for
all volunteers, only the 3 (Lateral, Fore-Aft, Twisting) mode shapes and resonance
shifts was observed. The identification of resonance and mode shapes are done using
modal parameter estimation similar to test configurations 1,2 and 3 discussed previ-
ously. Resonant frequencies, mode shapes and modal damping values were collected
for each volunteer. In total, 15-18 volunteers of weight ranging from 55 kg to 104 kg
took part in the experiments. The results for the three specimen seats are presented
in Appendix A Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3 for seats A, B and C respectively.
The results from the table are illustrated clearly in Fig. 4.18 to show the effect of the
different occupant weight on the three specimen seats. Results are displayed graphically
in Fig. 4.18 with a regression line drawn to highlight the trend. A regression analysis
was done and the R2 and P values are presented in Table. 4.8. The results indicate
that there is a correlation between the occupant weight and the resonant frequencies
for the lateral and fore-aft resonance. The torsion resonance, however, has no signif-
icant correlation with the occupant mass. Although the lateral and fore-aft resonant
frequencies are affected by occupant weight, the effects on the respective mode shapes
differ substantially.
From the results, it was interesting to find that all three seat specimens exhibited
very similar reaction to increases in occupant weight. From Fig.4.18, we can see that
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Figure 4.18: Resonant Frequency vs Occupant Weight Graphs for Seat A, B
and C - The graphs illustrates shift in resonance frequencies according to occupant weight.
Linear regression trend line depicts the trends
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an increase in occupant weight causes a slight decreasing trend for the lateral mode
resonant frequencies. The effect of occupant weight on the fore-aft mode, however,
indicated an increasing shift of the resonant frequencies occupant weight is increased.
For the twisting mode, although the results did not show any significant correlation
with occupant weight, it was observed that there was significant random variation in
resonant frequencies between subjects. The regression trend lines for the twisting mode
(Fig. 4.18) all show a near horizontal trend which signifies that the twisting mode is
not affected by occupant weight.
Linear regression analysis was performed for each of the three resonant frequencies for
all three specimen seats. This was done to statistically prove the linear correlation
between the occupant weight and resonant frequencies of the respective mode shapes.
The P -values and R2 values for the regression lines presented in Fig. 4.18 are presented
in Table 4.8.Note that the regression analyses performed were mainly done for investi-
gating the existence of a relationship between occupant weight and resonant frequencies
(P -values) and how closely the data collected followed a linear trend (R2 values). We
are not concerned with obtaining mathematical equations for the modelling of the ex-
perimental data.
The P -values in Table 4.8 suggest that there is a direct correlation between occupant
weight and shifts in resonance frequencies for both the lateral and fore/aft mode shapes
for all the seat specimens (P < 0.01). Although the P -value for Fore/Aft mode of Seat
C is greater than 0.01, it is still fairly low considering the same trend for all the other
three seats. High P -values (P > 0.05) for the torsion mode shapes, on the other hand,
indicated that occupant weight has no direct effect on its resonant frequencies on all
three specimen seats. The R2 values for all the lateral and fore/aft modes gives strong
indications of following a linear trend line whereas the low R2 values for the twisting
mode shape suggests that the fluctuation in resonant frequencies are random in nature.
Fig 4.18 also clearly shows the scattering of the data for the twisting mode shapes.
Test configuration 5 involved the volunteers of different body weights to lean forward
during modal testing, thereby taking their weight off the seat back. This enables further
understanding of the contribution of the upper torso mass on the dynamic properties of
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Table 4.8: P -Value and R2 Values for regression analysis on occupant weight and resonant
frequencies
SEAT A SEAT B SEAT C
R2 P-Value R2 P-Value R2 P-Value
Lateral 0.47 0.005 0.64 0.00002 0.5266 0.0033
Fore/Aft 0.7 0.0001 0.65 0.00001 0.4067 0.011
Torsion 0.02 0.63 0.04 0.379 0.0209 0.6221
the seats. The result was interesting. Table B.1, B.2, and B.3 in Appendix B presents
the lean forward resonance frequencies on all three specimen seats. The results are il-
lustrated clearly on the graphs in Fig. 4.19. Similar to the previous test configuration,
a regression analysis was performed on the results. The P -values and R2 values for
the regression lines presented in Fig. 4.19 are shown in Table 4.9. From the results
from the “lean forward” experiments, it is clearly seen that there is no direct correla-
tion between the weight of the occupant and the shift in resonance frequencies for any
of the mode shapes when the occupant leans forward. The results of the regression
analysis further confirms this with all P -values greater than 0.05. It was also observed
that the resonant frequency for the “lean off” configuration comes very close to the
“unoccupied” (test no. 2) configuration. Results indicate that majority of the changes
in resonant frequencies of the seat structures are due to the occupant weight on the
seat backrest.
Table 4.9: P -Value and R2 Values for occupant seating forward regression analysis on
occupant weight and resonant frequencies.
SEAT A SEAT B SEAT C
R2 P-Value R2 P-Value R2 P-Value
Lateral 0.191936 0.102389 0.001311 0.890279 0.176916 0.197693
Fore/Aft 0.043828 0.453958 0.006521 0.758007 0.001619 0.906495
Torsion 0.415799 0.009448 0.049912 0.388712 0.001305 0.916027
The modal damping values of the respective vibration modes showed no direct relation-
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Figure 4.19: Leaning Forward configuration Resonant Frequency vs Occupant
Weight Graphs for Seat A, B and C ) - The graphs illustrates shifts in resonance
frequencies according to occupant weight for test configuration 5 (Leaning Forward). Linear
regression trend line depicts the trends
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ship with the occupant’s weight. Although no correlation is observed between occupant
weights, the increases in modal damping values are significant between an occupied seat
and an unoccupied seat. The variation in the modal damping values from the results of
the modal analyses can be due to occupant height, body mass index or a combination
of underlying factors.
4.5 Discussion
Much knowledge has been gained over the years in the field of whole body vibra-
tion (WBV) and noise vibration and harshness (NVH), however previous researches in
WBV have assumed dynamically rigid seats in their study and previous NVH stud-
ies into seat structural dynamics has yet to investigate the effects of the human body
dynamics (fundamental mode shapes) and ranging occupant mass on the vehicle seat
structural dynamic characteristics.
From the experimental results for the modal analysis of the three vehicle seats, in can
be concluded that vehicle seats of similar designs possess similar dynamic properties
to the seats tested in this study. All three vehicle seat structures possessed, firstly, a
seat back lateral mode shape, followed by a seat back fore-aft mode shape and lastly,
the twisting mode shape, below 80 Hz. It is worth mentioning again that the three
specimen seats are from different manufacturers and difference types or cars (SUV,
Sedan, Compact Hatch). It is therefore highly likely that the results obtained in this
study can be applied to majority of vehicle seats. All three specimen seats had their
first fundamental resonance (lateral) above 15 Hz. It is possible that vehicle designers
had ensured that any fundamental resonance of the seat does not coincide with the
seated human fundamental resonances between 0.5-10 Hz (32). Such an occurrence
will lead to detrimental ride qualities of the vehicle seat. On the other hand, current
standards have shown that significant seated human sensitivity to vibration exist till 80
Hz. Therefore, this study is concerned with the understanding of the dynamic behavior
of the vehicle seat between 0.5 to 80 Hz vibration frequencies. Please note that, here,
the obtained relationship between the structural resonances of the seat bare-frame, un-
occupied seat, and occupied seat are expected to be valid for the frequencies below 80
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Hz. The higher order seat resonances above 80 Hz contain complex mode shapes and
there may not be a direct relationship between the resonances of the unoccupied and
occupied seats for this frequency range. However, there is less concern about the effects
of vibration on the seated human body above 80 Hz.
From the results presented in Section 4.1.1, the addition of the cushion and the seated
occupants to the seat did not contribute any new resonances or mode shapes to the
existing seat dynamic characteristics. In all the 5 test configurations (Table.4.1), the
three fundamental mode shapes (lateral, fore-aft, twisting) were the only three reso-
nances present. Analysing the results for the frequency range of 0.5- 10 Hz, it can be
concluded that the fundamental modes of the seated human body does not contribute
to any new structural resonances. In this frequency range, only rigid modes (due to
design of experiment rig) were present. Addition of the human occupant did not change
the structural deformation significantly as well. This can be seen in Fig. 4.11. This
result can further support the fundamental modes of the seated human body and trans-
missibility of vibration to the occupant as measured by the previous literature (32) is
probably not related to seat or seat back resonance if there is no structural resonance
of the seat structure in that frequency to begin with.
The combination of the foam cushion and seated human body to the seat are expected
to have effects on the seat structure resonances. It is also expected that the cushion
and the seated human body would have different effects on the different seat modes.
Results showed considerable decreases of the resonant frequencies, for the lateral and
fore-aft modes, are observed when the foam cushion is added to the seat bare-frame
(Fig. 4.13-4.14). The lateral and fore-aft modes are mainly dominated by the seatback
movements (Fig. 4.10). The total weight of the seat bare-frame is about 14 kg, its seat-
back part has less than 4 kg weight. This means, the modal mass for each of these two
modes are contributed by mainly the seatback part of the bare-frame. The value of the
resonant frequency for each mode is related to the modal mass and modal stiffness of
that mode. Therefore, the addition of the nearly 2 kg seatback cushion to the seatback
of the bare-frame significantly increases the modal mass. Hence, a considerable increase
of the modal mass (with less changes of the modal stiffness by the cushion) results in
a significant decrease of the seat lateral and fore-aft structural resonant frequencies.
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In the case of twisting mode, both seatback and seat-pan exhibit modal movements
(Fig. 4.10). The mass contributions of the cushions to the twisting modal mass are
considerably less significant in comparison to the lateral and fore-aft modes. Therefore,
little changes are observed on the resonant frequencies of the twisting modes by adding
the cushions to the seat bare-frame (Fig. 4.13 - 4.14).
Observing the effects of the seated human body on the seat, we concentrated on exam-
ining the standard averaged occupant weight of 70 kg. Six seated human volunteers,
from 68 kg to 75 kg weight, where used to obtain the results. The human body increases
the mass of the seat and therefore it is expected to result in considerable decrease of the
seat structural resonant frequencies when it is occupied by the human. However, from
the obtained results, it is seen that the coupling of the human body with the seat has
also significant effects on the modal stiffness of the seat. The additions of the seat hu-
man generally increased the seat structural resonant frequencies. From the illustration
in Fig. 4.13 - 4.14,we can see that for all three specimen seats, all resonant frequen-
cies (Lateral, Fore/Aft and Twisting) increases although different resonance increase
by different levels. It is shown that for all three seats, the fore/aft and the twisting
mode shapes increases very significantly, up to 7 Hz in upward frequency shifts. The
lateral resonance frequencies on the other hand show only slight increases in resonance
frequencies (< 1 Hz). It is also shown in Table 4.7 and Fig. 4.16 that the variability of
the results between different volunteers participating in this study was not significant
for this range of the occupant weights.
Further investigation into the effects of the seated human occupant on the seat struc-
ture is done with modal analysis of the seat with different weighted occupants. Similar
to previous results, there were no new resonances added to the seat structure and only
the three existing fundamental resonances were measured with the changes in occupant
weight. In other words, all three lateral, fore/aft and twisting modes were still present
despite of change in occupant weight.
For all three specimen seats, the lateral mode was seen have a decreasing frequency
shift trend with increase in occupant weight. The fore/aft resonance frequencies, on the
other hand, show an increasing frequency shift trend with increasing occupant weight.
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The shift in resonances are clearly illustrated in Fig. 4.18. Regression analysis provides
a clearer picture of the trends. The significant R2 values for both the Lateral and
Fore/Aft (Table 4.8 signifies the occurrence of the measured resonances follow a linear
trend. Additionally, the low P-values for both lateral and fore/aft (P < 0.01) justifies
that there is a significant relationship between the obtained resonant frequency values
and the occupant weights. The twisting mode, for all three specimen seats, indicated
similar random occurrence of resonant frequencies. The regression analysis indicated
very low R2 values and high P values (P > 0.05), which signifies that the twisting res-
onant frequencies do not follow a linear trend and is not affected by occupant weight.
The damping of the seat system was also discovered to be not affected by changes in
occupant weight as shown in the results.
Since the modal participation of the seat back was dominant in all the three fundamen-
tal seat resonances, the last test involved the investigation of the seated human body
on the seat back. The tests required the volunteers to lean forward while seating on
the seats, such that no body weight is supported by the seat back. The result gathered
was very interesting. From the results of the experiment, test configuration 5 (Table.
4.1), all three specimen seats showed similar results. With the occupant leaning off the
seat back, all three fundamental modes showed no relationship with changing occupant
weights. All trend lines appear to be horizontal as seen in Fig. 4.19. All P-values
calculated from the regression of the measured resonance frequencies (Table. 4.9) from
the lean forward experiments showed no correlation between occupant weight and reso-
nance frequencies (P > 0.05). It is also interesting to note that the resonant frequencies
of the fundamental modes for all specimen seats for the leaning forward results appear
to be very close to the unoccupied seat resonant frequencies of the respective specimen
seats. This suggests that the shifts in resonance frequencies of the seat structure are
predominantly influenced by the interaction between the human upper-body and the
seat-backrest structure of the vehicle seat.
The results from this particular study provide WBV researchers and NVH engineers
with valuable information. The characterization and prediction of the changes of the
seat resonant frequencies by adding the human volunteer presented in this study can
help lessen the need for complex modeling or detailed analysis of the human body
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structure. For instance, it helps to provide important knowledge to cascade the design
targets of the occupied vehicle seat to the corresponding bare-frame design targets.
This makes possible to predict the dynamics of the vehicle seat coupled with the hu-
man body from the corresponding unoccupied seat or seat bare-frame in frequencies
below 80 Hz. This allows prediction of the dynamics of the vehicle seat coupled with
the human body from not only the corresponding seat-alone structure, but also from
its bare frame structure in frequencies below 80 Hz. This is very important as tuning
and optimizing the resonant frequencies or corresponding vibration mode shapes of the
seat bare frame is even easier than the seat alone. It is worth mentioning that the
obtained resonant frequencies and mode shapes of the vehicle seat are in accordance
with the results reported by Baik et al. (4).
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Chapter 5
Effects of Seat Dynamics on Ride
Comfort
5.1 Introduction
This chapter will assess the effect of seat resonance on the occupant ride comfort. As
mentioned in previous chapters, vehicle seat structures possess fundamental resonances
and modal shapes below 80 Hz, in the range of elevated human sensitivity to vibra-
tion. Since the current standards for ride comfort was developed from dynamically
rigid seats, it is plausible that when taking the seat structural dynamics into account,
the current comfort criteria and test procedures may not be accurate.
To assess the effect of seat structural dynamics on ride comfort, volunteers was asked
to compare different ride sequences in a ride comfort survey. 17 volunteers of different
weight, height and ages took part in this study. The experiments conducted follows the
guidelines of the ISO2631-1, “Evaluation of human exposure to whole body vibration”
weightings and test procedures. According to ISO2631-1 Annex C table 5.1, a fixed
frequency weighted rms value of vibration transmitted to the seated human body will
return a constant subjective comfort rating regardless of the frequency content. The
test sequences was configured to excite the seat structure at a fixed frequency weighted
rms acceleration value for different dynamic characteristic of the “seat and human”
structure. The volunteers will then be asked to make comparisons between sequences .
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This will allow the identification of differences in subjective comfort between different
dynamic characteristics of the seat structure .
Table 5.1: ISO2631-1 Annex C comfort reactions to vibration environments
Frequency Weighted
Subjective Response
rms Acceleration (m/s2)
< 0.315 Not uncomfortable
0.315 - 0.63 A little uncomfortable
0.5 - 1.0 Fairly uncomfortable
0.8 - 1.6 Uncomfortable
1.25 - 2.5 Very uncomfortable
> 2.0 Extremely uncomfortable
5.2 Experiment Setup
In this study, the experiments will be done with the Seat B in full trim as shown in
Fig. 4.2. The seat was chosen for its clear distinctions between each fundamental res-
onance and clear mode shapes when occupied by an occupant. In this experiment, the
MTS hydraulic actuator (Fig. 3.12) is used to excite the experiment setup instead of
the electro-magnetic shaker. This is because the shaker did not have the capabilities
to excite the experiment rig to a level suitable for the experiments. The setup of the
experiment is shown below in Fig.5.1.
The measurement of the vibration to the seated human is carried out according to
ISO2631-1 standards. This was done with the SVANTEK SV106 Vibration Analyser.
The analyser was connected to 2 accelerometer pad as shown in Fig. 5.1. The setup for
the analyser are configured as shown in Table 5.2. The weighting and multiplication
factors are configured as instructed by ISO2631-1. The weighting factors are presented
graphically in Fig 5.2. The graphs depicts the equivalent sensitivity contours of the
human body. The contours represents different axes and measurement points as denoted
by the ISO2631-1 standard.
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Figure 5.1: Comfort Survey Setup - The figure shows the schematic of the experiment
setup used for the ride comfort surveys.
Table 5.2: Vibration Analyser Settings
Accelerometer Pad
Seat Pan Seat Back
Axis X Y Z X Y Z
Weighting Wd Wd Wk Wc Wd Wd
Multiplication Factor k 1 1 1 0.8 0.5 0.4
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Figure 5.2: ISO2631-1 Frequency Weighting Curves - The figure shows frequency
weighting curves Wk, Wd & Wc used in the experiments.
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The weighted rms acceleration, aw is derived from the following equation:
aw =
[∑
(Wiai)
2
] 1
2
(5.1)
where aw is the weighted rms acceleration, ai and Wi are the actual measured acceler-
ation and weighting factors for specific frequencies (i).
The signal generator was configured to excite the experiment setup with a Gaussian
random vibration of magnitude where at = 0.2m/s
2 (Equation 5.3). at is the total
frequency weighted vibration value calculated from the measurements of the seat pan
and seat back accelerometer pads. It translates to the magnitude of vibration energy
transmitted to the seated human body. Each accelerometer pad comprises of 3 axis of
measurements (X,Y,Z). The vector sum of the 3 axis of measurements gives an easier
interpreted magnitude of the vibration transmitted. This is derived with equation 5.2.
av =
(
k2xa
2
wx + k
2
ya
2
wy + k
2
za
2
wz
) 1
2 (5.2)
where av is the vector sum of the frequency weighted rms acceleration value of all 3
axes. kx is the multiplication factor of the X axis, awx is the weighted rms acceleration
Eq.5.1 of the X axis. Finally, the total vibration value at is derived from the formula:
at =
(
a2v1 + a
2
v2
) 1
2 (5.3)
where av1 is the seat pan total acceleration and av2 is the seat back total acceleration.
The total vibration value at was tuned to a constant value of 0.2m/s
2 for all test
sequences. This value was chosen as during trial tests, volunteers complained of sig-
nificant discomfort which would not be endurable for the entire test duration. A value
of 0.2m/s2 was considered by all volunteers to be bearable through all test sequences.
Note that measurement integration time was set at 1 second intervals.
5.3 Experiment Procedure
A paired comparison ride comfort survey was developed to achieve the objectives of the
experiment. The experiment involves the human volunteers exposed to vibration ex-
citation at selected frequencies corresponding to various dynamic characteristic (mode
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shapes) of the seat structure with the test subject seated. The volunteers were given an
experiment handout which states clearly the experiment structure and instructions on
the grading process and what is expected of them. A copy of the experiment handout
is included in Appendix C of this thesis.
For the tests, the volunteers are instructed to take a seat and assume a comfortable
position as they would when travelling in an automobile. Their feet are placed on
the footrest bar which isolates it from vibration. The hands are placed on lap and
thy are told to focus on a red cross in line with their eye level. Note that the vi-
bration is not transmitted directly to the hands or legs of the volunteers but only to
the torso and pelvis of the volunteer. Focusing on the red cross at eye level ensures
proper leaning posture of the human body. The seating posture is illustrated in Fig 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Sitting Posture for Comfort Tests - The figure shows sitting posture of
volunteers during test sequences
Results from previous test indicated that there are three fundamental resonances and
mode shape of vehicle seats below 80 Hz (Lateral,Fore-Aft,Twisting). The volunteers
will be made to compare the ride comfort when the seat structure is excited at the
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respective lateral, fore-aft, and twisting resonant frequencies with the seat at non-
resonating frequencies. Fig 5.4 give an example illustration of a seat structure’s dy-
namic characteristic. The developed experiments involves the 5 different vibration
“environments” shown in the figure. In Fig. 5.4, the three peaks, Lateral, Fore-aft
and Twisting, indicate resonating frequencies and are denoted as test segments A, B
and C respectively. The troughs, non-resonance 1 and 2 are denoted NR1 and NR2
respectively. They are frequencies when the seat is not resonating and do not possess
a mode shape (no structural deformation). As previously discovered in previous tests,
the 5 test segment frequencies varies with occupant weight. Since it is dependent on
the weight of the occupant, it is different for each volunteer. Frequencies are therefore
obtained by identifying the weight and the corresponding frequencies from the graph in
Fig. 4.18 for Seat B. The excitation is configured so that the seat structure is excited at
the segment frequency with a 5 Hz bandwidth. For example, if segment A is 18 Hz, the
Gaussian random excitation will be configure to range from 16-21 Hz. As mentioned
previously, the total vibration value, at (Eq.5.3), transmitted to the seated occupant is
kept at a value of 0.2m/s2 .
Figure 5.4: Illustration of test segments - The figure shows, for illustration purposes,
the dynamic characteristic of a vehicle seat. Peaks indicate resonances A,B & C. Troughs
are non-resonating frequencies NR1 & NR2.
The order in which the experiment is carried out is clearly illustrated in Fig. 5.5. In all
sequences, the volunteer has to compare two ride segments, standard ride and test ride.
The standard ride serves as a reference comfort in which the volunteer is to compare
the test segment with. The standard ride segment has a fixed rating of 100 and the
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volunteer’s job is to give a comfort score for the test segment. The scores will range
from value of 1 to 200, in which 200 represents twice the discomfort compared to stan-
dard ride and 50, half that of standard ride. The scoring structure is presented to the
volunteers as in Table 5.3 as a reference. More information about the test structure
and subjective scores can be found in Appendix C at the end of this document.
Table 5.3: Guide for Volunteer Subjective Scores
Score Evaluation
200 Twice the amount of annoyance and discomfort as standard ride.
150 Clearly more uncomfortable and annoying than standard ride.
125 Marginally more uncomfortable and annoying than standard ride.
100 Same amount of comfort or annoyance as standard ride.
75 Marginally more comfortable than standard ride.
50 Half the discomfort than standard ride.
0 No vibration is felt at all.
A total of 7 unique test sequences are developed for the experiment. The seven test se-
quences are presented in the Table 5.4. Note that in majority of the comparison, ‘test’
and ‘standard’ ride segments are of neighbouring frequencies. This reduces the effect of
frequency on the survey results. During each sequence, ride segments are presented to
the volunteers twice. Preliminary tests showed that volunteers could not give definite
results when the standard ride and test ride segment were only presented once to them.
Fig.5.5 clearly illustrates the flow of the experiment. The standard ride segment is
first presented to the volunteer followed by the test segment, this is done twice. Each
segment is about 30 seconds with a 10 second rest between each segment. Once the
standard ride segment and the test segments are presented to the volunteers twice, the
volunteer is asked to give a score for the test ride segment that was presented to him as
compared to the standard ride segment. This was be done in the 60 second rest time
between test sequences.
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Figure 5.5: Flow Chart of The Experiment - The figure shows sequence of the test
segments presented to the volunteer including time of exposure and rest times.
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Table 5.4: Test Sequences
Sequence 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Standard NR1 NR1 NR2 NR2 NR1 A B
Test A B B C NR2 B C
The tests are presented randomly to the volunteers. Each tests sequence is presented a
total of two times to the volunteer for which in the second time, the standard and test
ride segments are swapped around. This ensures more accurate result as it was noticed
that volunteers tend to give a higher discomfort score to the test rides. Therefore,
volunteers were made to sit through 14 test sequences and to provide 14 ride comfort
scores. The volunteers were asked to score the ride segments according to how much
vibration they feel is being transmitted to their body and how they would feel if they
were exposed to it for long periods (e.g., 30 mins - 60 mins). The results collected form
the surveys will be statistically analysed to identify discrepancies from the predicted
ISO2631-1 standard responses.
5.4 Results
The results from the 15 volunteers are analysed and presented in Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.6.
Fig. 5.6 shows the averaged score given for each unique test sequence in the form of
bar charts. The red line, denoting a score of 100, represents the ideal score for the test
sequence if the ISO standards prediction is correct. Since the total frequency weighted
rms acceleration value was kept constant for all test sequences, all scores should ideally
be close to 100. The average scores for each test sequence is also presented in Table
5.5 together with standard deviation and P-values. P-value for each test sequence was
calculated through Paired Sample T-Tests to verify if the results could be due to chance.
From Fig 5.6 , the bar charts clearly show discrepancies in test sequence 4 and 7
(shown by arrows). The average score for test sequence 4 is 129. This suggest that
for test sequence 4, Non-resonating vs twisting mode, the twisting mode ride segment
is “marginally more uncomfortable” as compared to the non-resonating ride segment.
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Figure 5.6: Test Sequence Averaged Scores - This figure shows the averaged scores
given by the volunteers for the 7 unique test sequences in the ride comfort survey.Arrows
point to sequences 4 &7 which indicate difference in ride comfort
Table 5.5: Subjective Comfort Survey Results
Sequence
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
NR1 vs A NR2 vs A NR2 vs B NR2 Vs C NR1 Vs NR2 A Vs B C vs B
Average Score 92.941 87.941 108.235 129.412 101.176 96.471 68.235
Standard Deviation 21.144 21.727 20.073 31.716 21.761 22.622 23.515
P-Value 0.188 0.036 0.110 0.001 0.826 0.529 0.000
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For test sequence 7, torsion mode vs fore/aft mode, the average score is 68 suggesting
that the fore/aft mode ride segment is “marginally more comfortable” than the twist-
ing mode shape. This is a strong indication that the twisting mode ride segments are
more uncomfortable than the other ride segments. The other test sequences indicated
averaged scores fairly close to 100, suggesting that comfort felt by the volunteers were
about the same.
The P values from Table 5.5 suggests that for test sequences 1,2,3,5 and 6, the fluctu-
ation from 100 is insignificant and may be due to chance (P > 0.01). Therefore, the
difference in subjective score is not significant enough to clearly declare that there is a
difference between their respective standard ride and test ride segments. On the other
hand, for sequence 4 and 7, the P values (P < 0.01) indicates that there is a significant
difference between the standard ride segments and the test ride segments in the 2 test
sequences. In other words, the higher level of discomfort felt for the twisting mode ride
segment for the 2 test sequences is not due to chance.
For a better comparison of the 5 different ride segments (Lateral [A], Fore/Aft [B],
Twisting [C], NR1 & NR2), further calculations were made to relate all of the 5 ride
segments to each other. In Fig. 5.7, all 5 ride segments are related to NR1 which
has a subjective ride comfort score of 100. From the Fig. 5.7, it can be clearly seen
that NR2, Lateral [A] and Fore/Aft [B] ride segments are almost equal to NR1 or fairly
close (< 10% difference). On the other hand, the twisting [C] mode has a clearly higher
discomfort score of 140, 40% above standard value. This indicated that the twisting
mode is definitely more uncomfortable.
The significant difference between the twisting mode suggested by the ride comfort sur-
vey results indicates that either the seat structural twisting mode shape has an adverse
effect on the human body’s ride comfort even when the magnitude of the transmit-
ted vibration to the seated human body is kept constant or that the accelerometer
pad does not adequately measure the vibration transmitted to the human body due
to either placement or location. Further investigations was done by firstly analysing
and comparing accelerometer pads vibration value outputs and secondly analysing and
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Figure 5.7: Averaged subjective scores of each test segment - This figure shows
the averaged scores given by the volunteers for each test segment. The values are calculated
in reference to NR1 being 100. It shows the twisting ride segment is significantly more
uncomfortable
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comparing the frequency response functions at vital positions on the seat structure.
The frequency weighted rms acceleration of each volunteer is collected for both ac-
celerometer pads. The averaged frequency weighted rms acceleration values are pre-
sented in Table 5.6. The table shows the average acceleration values and standard
deviation for the seat pan accelerometer pad, the seat back accelerometer pad and the
total vibration value at obtained by Eq. 5.3. It can be seen that the average total
acceleration value at is constant at 0.2 m/s
2 among all ride segments. From the values
in the table it can clearly be seen that the measured seat back vibration values are
higher than seat pan measurements for lateral and fore/aft ride segments as compared
to non-resonating ride segments NR1 and NR2. This is expected as seat back defor-
mation is predominant during resonance of the seat.
Table 5.6: Averaged frequency weighted rms accelerometer pad output for ride segments
Ride Segments
Accelerometer Pad [m/s2] Total Acc. Value [m/s2]
Seat Pan (SD) Seat Back (SD) at (SD)
NR1 0.167 (0.025) 0.111 (0.030) 0.204 (0.005)
NR2 0.148 (0.029) 0.134 (0.026) 0.203 (0.007)
Lateral [A] 0.121 (0.021) 0.165 (0.016) 0.206 (0.006)
Fore/Aft [B] 0.115 (0.012) 0.168 (0.012) 0.204 (0.006)
Twisting [C] 0.176 (0006) 0.099 (0.016) 0.202 (0.006)
However it is interesting that the seat back accelerometer pad measurements for the
twisting mode ride segment is significantly lower as compared to its seat pan mea-
surement. This is contrary to the feedback from the volunteers in which they stated
significant amount of vibration was felt from the seat-back during the twisting ride
segment.
Further investigation is done by obtaining additional information on the dynamic char-
acteristic of the seat back. Three additional accelerometer measurement points was
added to the vehicle seat as shown in Fig. 5.8, points 12, 13 & 14. Point 14, denoted
by the green colour point, is located on the seat frame at a similar location to where the
seat pan accelerometer pad is located. Therefore, by observing the frequency response
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function of the center as compared to the sides the other points, 1, 2, 3, 4, 12 and 13,
a detailed understanding could be obtained.
Figure 5.8: Additional 3 points in modal analysis - This figure shows additional
three measurement points 12, 13 & 14. Accelerometer are placed on the frame of the seat
for the respective points.
The results of the additional measurement points suggested that when the vehicle seat
is in the twisting mode, the centre point (point 14), similar location to the accelerome-
ter pad, is in a node point of the particular mode. In Fig. 5.9, the frequency response
functions for point 13 (side) and point 14 (center) in the X-axis direction of 6 of the
volunteers are presented. From the figure, it can be seen clearly that for all 6 volun-
teers, the center point shows a peak similar to the side points for the fore/aft mode
resonance located at 30 Hz. On the other hand, for the twisting mode at 40 Hz, only
the side showed a peak. The center point at this resonance does not show a peak in
its FRF. The vibration magnitude at the twisting mode shape resonance frequencies
between the side measurement point and the center measurement point is shown to
be up to 8 dB difference. This clearly indicates that the center point corresponds to a
node point at the twisting mode shape resonance and therefore if the accelerometer pad
is place in that vicinity, it will measure a much lower frequency weighted rms acceler-
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ation value as compared to the actual vibration that is being transmitted the volunteer.
Observing the side (point 13) and center (point 14) points for the Y-axis and Z-axis
also showed a similar result. Fig. 5.10 shows the FRF for point 13 (side) and point
14 (center) of a volunteer. It can be seen that the lateral mode shape shows a peak at
20 Hz for both the side and center points in the Y-axis (Fig. 5.10 [a]), but there is a
slight difference in peak at the twisting mode shape resonance frequency. . Similar to
X direction, the twisting mode shows a difference in peak here in the Y and Z direction
for the twisting mode shape, however the difference in less than that as observed in
the X-direction. This is expected as there is minimal lateral of vertical motion in the
twisting mode shape.
This indicates that although the accelerometer pad placed at the centre point would
be able to capture the increased vibration magnitude for the lateral and fore/aft mode
shape, it was not be able to capture accurately the vibration magnitude for the twisting
mode shape. In other words, the accelerometer pad would not measure a significant
amount of vibration even though there is significant vibration magnitude at the sur-
rounding locations (Point 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, 13).
5.5 Discussion
Current international standards for whole body vibration and ride comfort incorporate
comfort criteria and test procedures developed from dynamically rigid seats. This was
done to ensure repeatability of test results in a vast range of seat structures. On the
other hand, the experiments done in this research (Chapter 4), has shown fundamen-
tal modes in the range of human sensitivity to vibration (0.5 - 80 Hz). In this study,
we investigate the effects of these fundamental resonances and mode shape on seated
human ride comfort and the accuracy of current standard measurement methods. The
measurement method used is in accordance with the ISO2631-1. The measurements
were taken with the Svantek SV-106 vibration analyser. The SV106 is similar to many
vibration analysers on the market today that has pre installed frequency weightings for
many international standards and accommodates the connection of two accelerometers
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Figure 5.9: FRF comparison of 6 Volunteers - This figure shows the comparison of
the frequency response function between the center measurement point (Point 14) and the
side measurement point (Point 13) of 6 volunteers. The Fore/Aft resonance and Twisting
Resonance are shown in the figures and the difference in vibration levels between the two
measurement points are denoted by the pink arrows
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Figure 5.10: FRF comparison for Y & Z axis - This figure shows the comparison of
the Y and Z axis direction frequency response functions between the center measurement
point (Point 14) and the side measurement point (Point 13) of a volunteer. Graph [a]
presents the Y direction (Lateral) FRFs. Lateral mode is clearly shown here. Graph [b]
presents the Z direction (Vertical) FRFs
pads for measurements. The measurements in this study were done with two tri-axial
accelerometer pads on the seat pan and seat back.
The results from this study suggest that in most cases, the current comfort criteria
are sufficient in predicting the comfort felt by the occupant. It is understandable that
although the current comfort standards do not take into account the dynamic character-
istics of the seat in the comfort criteria, when a seat is in resonance, increase vibration
magnitude is generated and therefore vibration measurements from the accelerometer
pad will have significantly higher reading suggesting a higher level of discomfort. The
results from the experiment concluded that for four of the 5 test segments, namely Non-
resonance 1 (NR1), Non-resonance 2 (NR2), lateral mode resonance (A) and Fore/Aft
mode resonance (B), all returns very similar comfort levels when the acceleration value
was kept constant (Fig. 5.7). Although there is slight differences in readings for lateral
mode and fore/aft mode where segment A is seen to be more comfortable and segment
B is seen to be less comfortable, the P-values for the volunteer survey results in Table
5.5, for sequence 1,2,3,5 & 6, indicate that it is not conclusive and may be due to
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chance (P > 0.01). Although lateral mode resonance was shown to be very slightly
more comfortable, more test subjects will be needed to validate this.
The results for the twisting mode shape resonance, on the other hand, were very inter-
esting. The averaged survey results shown in Fig. 5.6 suggested that the 2 unique test
sequences which involved the twisting ride segment, sequence 4 & 7, showed clearly
unusual results, indicating that the twisting mode resonance gave the volunteers the
highest level of discomfort. The P values for sequence 4 & 7 from Table 5.5 both showed
that there were significant differences between the comfort level of NR1 and Fore/Aft
mode respectively (P < 0.01). Fig. 5.7 also illustrates the difference in comfort score
for the twisting mode shape in relation to NR1. The twisting mode is seen to have a
score of 140, 40% higher than the ideal value of 100.
To understand why there is a higher value of discomfort for twisting mode, further
investigation into the structural dynamics of the seat in twisting resonance. Additional
measurement points were measured and the frequency response functions are presented
in Fig. 5.9 for the X-Axis. It can be seen that the side vibration magnitude is signifi-
cantly higher compared to the center point for the twisting mode resonance frequency
in which the difference can be as much as 8 dB. The center point is very close to where
the accelerometer pad of the vibration analyser is located on the backrest. This means
that although there is strong magnitude vibration transmitted to the occupant’s back,
the measured frequency weighted acceleration is low. This explains why the seat back
accelerometer pad has a significantly lower measured vibration reading for the twisting
ride segments as compared to the other ride segments in Table 5.6. This is because,
although the lateral and the fore aft mode shape resonances displays a solid mode shape
movement of the seat back component (little deformation) in the y and x axis respec-
tively, the twisting mode shape resonance is seen to have a twisting deformation of the
seat back component in which the middle of the seat back, where the accelerometer is
located, happens to coincide with the node point of the mode shape.
The reason for the discrepancies in the results for the twisting mode shape is due to
inaccurate measurement of the vibration transmitted to the human body due to loca-
tion of accelerometer pad being close to node point of mode shape. It is important to
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note that the excitation vibration level used in this experiment is of low magnitude of
0.2 m/s2. It is reasonable to assume that higher levels of excitation may yield even
higher difference and discrepancies from the ideal predicted ride comfort ratings. The
accuracy of the measurement system can be greatly improved by incorporating mea-
surement of angular vibration on the seat back. Although the ISO2631-1 standard
has guidelines for the measurement of angular acceleration and have angular vibration
sensitivity contours (We), it is only used for measurements for the seat pan. In other
words, there are no guidelines in the ISO2631-1 for the measurement of angular vibra-
tion for the seat back. Furthermore, most of the WBV vibration measurement systems
on the market do not have the capabilities to measure angular vibration with the ac-
celerometer pads. It is also important to note here that the ISO2631-1 does not have
strict guidelines as to the mandatory measurement of seat pan angular vibration, seat
back vibration and seat back inclination on the accuracy of ride comfort measurements.
This study concludes that the current ISO2631-1 measurement standard is unable to
provide accurate prediction of ride comfort when a seat is vibrating about its twisting
resonance frequency. It is the recommendation of this study that vibration sensitivity
contour be developed for the seat back measurement point and that vibration analyser
accelerometer pads incorporates gyroscopes in order to measure angular vibrations.
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Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
This thesis presented a comprehensive study of vehicle seat structural dynamics based
on experimental data. First, an experiment methodology involving the identification
of vehicle seat dynamic characteristics in the mounted configuration is presented in
this research. Results discussed the effects of the seated human body on the dynamic
characteristics of the seat structure. Consequently, a comprehensive ride comfort survey
experiment with human volunteers was done to assess the effects of the seat structural
dynamics on occupant ride comfort. The results indicated that the ISO standard
“Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration” measurement method at
the seat backrest does not sufficiently quantify the discomfort level for the seat about
twisting resonance. It is the authors opinion that the ISO standard may require revision
in order to improve the its ride comfort assessment. The findings of this research are
summarised below:
• The vehicle seat structures all had similar seat back lateral, seat back fore/aft and
twisting resonant frequencies and mode shapes below 80 Hz. It should be noted
that other studies in literature also presented similar results (4). The addition
of the foam cushions and human occupants to the seat did not contribute any
new dynamic characteristics to the seat structures although small changes in the
modal movements was observed and confirmed by MAC calculations. Although
the seats were from different manufacturers and designed for different classes of
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engine/chassis type, the dynamic characteristics were very similar. Therefore, it
is possible that the results in this research are applicable to majority of vehicle
seats on the market.
• The addition of the foam cushions to the seat structure decreases the resonant
frequencies considerably. The lateral and fore/aft modes are especially influenced
by the cushion mass. This is because the lateral and fore/aft modes are dom-
inated by seatback motion (high modal participation) and the cushion mass (2
kg) significantly increases the modal mass of the light seat back (3kg). There-
fore the mass of the seat back cushion contributes significantly to the dynamic
characteristic of the unoccupied seat.
• The addition of the human occupant generally increases the seat structural res-
onant frequencies. It is observed that the seat back fore/aft and twisting mode
shape frequencies are significantly influenced by the human occupant. It can be
concluded that the addition of the human occupant significantly increases the
modal stiffness of the system. For this research experiment methodology and
setup, Inter-subject and Intra-subject resonant frequency variance was insignifi-
cant when occupant weight is similar (68-72 kg).
• The fundamental modes of the human body below 10 Hz does not contribute any
new seat structural (deformations) resonances. However, the occupant body or
occupant coupled with the seat cushion may have resonances in this frequency
range.
• Changes in resonant frequencies, when a human occupant is added to the seat,
are due mainly to the body mass on the seat back. Results indicated that when
occupants are leaning on the seat back (15o incline), increases in occupant weight
decreases the seat-back lateral resonant frequency while increasing the fore/aft
frequency. When occupants are not leaning on the seat back, increases in occu-
pant weight showed no significant effect on any of the respective resonant frequen-
cies and the resonant frequencies were similar to the unoccupied seat resonant
frequencies.
• The study concluded that the current standards technique for vibration mea-
surement on the seated human body is accurate about the seat-back lateral and
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fore/aft resonant frequencies. However, results indicated that it is not capable
of precisely assessing the vibration from the seat backrest to the human body
about the seat twisting resonant frequency. This is due to the placement of the
accelerometer pad being close to the node point of the twisting mode shape. The
addition of a gyroscope at that point could enable better accuracy. Also it is
recommended that a rotational vibration frequency weighting curve be developed
for the seat backrest to increase accuracy of measurements
6.2 Recommendation for Future Work
1. In this research, only a seatback inclination angle of 15o was considered. It
is expected that different inclination angles will produce significantly different
results. It is therefore recommended that seat back angle of the “Seat coupled
with occupant” system be characterised.
2. The research focused on only three vehicle seat structure specimens for analysis.
Tests carried out on a wider range of vehicle seats may give more conclusive
results. Future researchers can also use the methodology of this research on other
transportation seats (eg. Aircraft seats, Bus seats).
3. Although the development of a numerical model of the seated human is challeng-
ing due to the non-linear response of the human body under vibration excitation,
the results of this research, can be used to provide more accurate validation for
new model development.
4. Although equivalent comfort contours for rotational vibration of the seat support-
ing surface (seat pan) have been included in the standards, it is recommended
that rotational vibration for the seat back be included in the standards. It is also
recommended that new frequency weighting contours be developed for seat back
rotational vibration.
5. Future research could also look into multiple measurement points for the vibration
transmission to the seated human body. Instead of 2 tri-axial accelerometer pads,
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a seating mat similar to the pressure contour mat could be developed for vibration
measurement that could cover more measurement points.
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Appendix A
Resonant Frequencies of
Different Weighted Occupants
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Table A.1: Seat A Occupant weights and their corresponding resonant frequencies and
damping values. (SD) = Standard Deviation
Volunteer
Weight Lateral Mode Fore-Aft Mode Torsion Mode
(Kg)
Freq. Damping Freq. Damping Freq. Damping
(Hz) (%) (Hz) (%) (Hz) (%)
1 55.00 32.87 14.32 35.35 6.70 65.49 4.85
2 65.00 33.47 16.24 35.23 8.95 64.35 4.70
3 66.00 32.07 16.50 35.46 7.68 62.78 1.58
4 73.00 31.88 9.59 35.46 7.78 61.20 1.40
5 74.00 33.40 7.01 35.15 10.60 61.16 1.22
6 74.00 30.60 6.60 35.50 9.29 61.79 1.46
7 78.00 31.70 13.20 37.29 10.90 66.65 4.60
8 78.00 31.49 13.30 36.23 12.98 65.83 9.82
9 80.00 33.50 13.13 36.08 10.47 68.52 8.52
10 83.00 30.61 12.48 36.50 11.88 68.09 4.26
11 84.00 31.11 24.02 36.75 12.00 64.00 1.68
12 85.00 31.32 12.35 36.02 7.20 66.06 6.31
13 86.00 30.04 34.79 37.70 13.80 66.50 4.61
14 93.00 30.14 30.26 37.60 9.41 65.87 10.08
15 100.00 30.40 10.17 39.40 13.50 61.87 4.82
Average 78.27 31.64 15.60 36.38 10.21 64.68 4.66
(SD) 11.29 1.21 8.08 1.19 2.31 2.45 2.99
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Table A.2: Seat B Occupant weights and their corresponding resonant frequencies and
damping values. (SD) = Standard Deviation
Volunteer
Weight Lateral Mode Fore-Aft Mode Torsion Mode
(Kg)
Freq. Damping Freq. Damping Freq. Damping
(Hz) (%) (Hz) (%) (Hz) (%)
1 55.00 20.00 11.20 30.00 19.30 43.70 10.30
2 62.00 20.30 12.10 29.20 11.10 42.80 6.00
3 65.00 19.38 14.54 31.00 12.55 42.46 12.29
4 67.00 19.00 12.80 30.20 14.50 39.46 2.70
5 70.00 20.20 16.00 31.00 18.10 40.80 13.80
6 71.00 19.97 14.82 30.37 14.95 45.24 15.91
7 73.00 19.51 12.62 29.19 10.39 42.54 6.97
8 75.00 18.00 21.10 30.40 21.80 41.70 11.10
9 77.00 18.70 16.90 30.80 16.40 44.70 4.30
10 78.00 19.20 16.80 29.50 11.60 44.70 4.40
11 80.00 18.00 11.50 32.80 21.00 41.70 8.00
12 85.00 17.30 10.50 34.00 13.00 44.00 7.00
13 90.00 15.90 13.90 33.00 15.00 40.00 8.00
14 90.00 14.90 23.99 30.62 11.23 39.36 1.40
15 92.00 13.73 13.04 32.90 32.15 42.06 2.80
16 95.00 15.84 18.83 34.36 10.08 42.53 10.58
17 104.00 15.20 12.10 37.60 18.10 42.50 12.20
Average 78.18 17.95 14.87 31.58 15.96 42.37 8.10
(SD) 13.05 2.10 3.71 2.24 5.57 1.77 4.22
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Table A.3: Seat C Occupant weights and their corresponding resonant frequencies and
damping values. (SD) = Standard Deviation
Volunteer
Weight Lateral Mode Fore-Aft Mode Torsion Mode
(Kg)
Freq. Damping Freq. Damping Freq. Damping
(Hz) (%) (Hz) (%) (Hz) (%)
1 45.00 21.30 12.74 28.48 10.83 43.30 8.23
2 53.00 21.75 11.98 29.81 22.42 43.56 11.46
3 61.00 20.42 16.10 28.08 11.84 44.21 8.76
4 66.00 21.96 12.43 28.80 15.73 42.76 11.80
5 70.00 21.59 14.68 29.84 10.46 49.90 10.50
6 77.00 19.37 13.00 31.05 10.44 43.40 7.00
7 78.00 20.38 15.02 28.03 14.44 43.62 11.95
8 78.00 21.40 12.35 30.69 21.04 48.21 9.63
9 80.00 19.70 11.00 29.30 13.80 44.00 10.50
10 82.00 20.05 16.52 29.13 24.50 43.99 11.19
11 84.00 20.40 11.93 27.34 22.99 41.97 12.24
12 90.00 21.17 15.86 33.44 24.22 45.88 7.50
13 95.00 19.30 15.00 32.80 20.05 45.20 10.20
14 103.00 18.80 12.00 34.00 21.67 44.00 8.84
15 105.00 16.96 18.33 32.45 25.44 45.76 13.39
Average 78.18 17.95 14.87 31.58 15.96 42.37 8.10
(SD) 13.05 2.10 3.71 2.24 5.57 1.77 4.22
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Resonant Frequencies of
Different Weighted Occupants
(Sitting Forward Posture)
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Table B.1: Seat A Sitting forward occupant weights and their corresponding resonant
frequencies and damping values. (SD) = Standard Deviation
Volunteer
Weight Lateral Mode Fore-Aft Mode Torsion Mode
(Kg)
Freq. Damping Freq. Damping Freq. Damping
(Hz) (%) (Hz) (%) (Hz) (%)
1 55.00 30.32 1.10 34.00 8.50 52.52 3.20
2 65.00 30.70 2.50 33.40 12.30 52.72 2.99
3 66.00 30.00 2.27 33.00 10.00 52.41 2.73
4 73.00 31.20 5.40 33.10 7.90 53.27 3.35
5 74.00 30.57 3.60 32.98 8.20 52.87 2.55
6 74.00 30.30 1.50 34.90 9.60 52.45 2.80
7 78.00 31.30 0.52 32.30 7.00 53.82 4.89
8 78.00 30.40 1.50 34.20 14.00 52.74 2.83
9 80.00 30.00 3.00 33.00 8.00 52.63 2.72
10 83.00 30.30 1.90 34.10 9.10 52.79 3.09
11 84.00 30.60 3.81 33.50 9.11 53.41 3.61
12 85.00 31.20 7.10 31.70 6.70 53.72 3.06
13 86.00 30.70 4.40 32.70 7.30 53.24 2.80
14 91.00 31.30 3.70 33.40 9.80 53.87 3.70
15 100.00 31.00 9.60 33.40 7.80 53.41 3.22
Average 78.13 30.66 3.46 33.31 9.02 53.06 3.17
(SD) 11.12 0.45 2.43 0.79 1.98 0.51 0.58
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Table B.2: Seat B Sitting forward occupant weights and their corresponding resonant
frequencies and damping values. (SD) = Standard Deviation
Volunteer
Weight Lateral Mode Fore-Aft Mode Torsion Mode
(Kg)
Freq. Damping Freq. Damping Freq. Damping
(Hz) (%) (Hz) (%) (Hz) (%)
1 55.00 19.96 11.10 27.80 10.00 41.70 4.00
2 62.00 20.30 12.50 26.30 12.00 40.50 3.70
3 65.00 19.60 12.35 26.93 5.90 39.40 3.24
4 67.00 19.40 11.32 27.50 9.80 39.30 2.55
5 70.00 18.90 9.30 25.90 7.20 40.60 8.20
6 71.00 19.20 12.90 26.18 5.00 42.99 3.24
7 73.00 19.02 12.80 26.16 6.20 43.78 3.24
8 75.00 19.75 12.00 27.79 10.00 41.64 4.17
9 75.00 20.50 14.80 27.60 9.11 42.99 3.35
10 77.00 18.90 8.90 26.90 6.70 39.30 2.55
11 78.00 19.00 13.20 27.10 7.30 39.96 2.80
12 80.00 17.60 5.20 28.30 9.80 41.70 4.89
13 90.00 19.50 6.21 26.14 7.80 39.24 3.70
14 90.00 21.85 17.29 26.30 8.16 41.90 5.60
15 92.00 20.39 14.83 26.27 6.11 36.53 9.24
16 95.00 18.75 17.23 27.82 4.30 39.96 3.06
17 104.00 19.50 15.20 26.90 6.20 41.30 2.80
Average 77.59 19.54 12.18 26.93 7.74 40.75 4.14
(SD) 12.95 0.92 3.37 0.75 2.10 1.78 1.91
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Table B.3: Seat C Seating forward occupant weights and their corresponding resonant
frequencies and damping values. (SD) = Standard Deviation
Volunteer
Weight Lateral Mode Fore-Aft Mode Torsion Mode
(Kg)
Freq. Damping Freq. Damping Freq. Damping
(Hz) (%) (Hz) (%) (Hz) (%)
1 45.00 21.22 4.40 21.14 5.80 38.30 8.20
2 53.00 23.22 5.93 23.22 5.40 38.56 7.50
3 61.00 23.37 5.82 23.37 11.60 39.21 5.60
4 66.00 23.76 6.20 20.80 6.70 37.76 10.23
5 68.00 21.76 10.20 21.80 8.70 40.80 8.23
6 77.00 23.18 7.46 18.84 6.84 44.90 11.40
7 78.00 24.74 9.59 23.15 9.98 38.40 12.80
8 78.00 20.38 5.02 20.03 4.44 40.62 11.95
9 80.00 21.76 5.24 20.23 5.50 38.62 4.50
10 80.00 23.45 7.53 22.90 7.23 43.21 8.60
11 80.00 22.66 7.86 21.30 8.27 39.00 7.60
12 84.00 22.93 11.33 19.81 7.85 38.99 5.90
13 90.00 21.17 5.86 23.44 10.22 41.88 7.50
14 103.00 22.80 8.05 24.00 11.67 34.00 8.84
15 105.00 24.02 10.95 23.17 9.87 36.97 6.90
Average 76.53 22.69 7.43 21.81 8.00 39.41 8.38
(SD) 16.39 1.20 2.22 1.62 2.29 2.62 2.37
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Tests Instructions 
Thank you for volunteering your time to participate in this research program. The aim of this study 
is investigate ride comfort in vehicles. This research specifically wishes to identify the effects of 
seat structure resonance on the subjective comfort of a seated human in a vehicle. A ride 
simulator is built where a seat is mounted on a vibrating table to expose the seated volunteer to 
different types of vibration. I would like to assure the volunteer that the tests pose no risk to the 
occupant. Test vibration levels are well below the risk limits of current standards for injuries. The 
vibration you feel during the tests may not be similar to what you would be used to when 
travelling in a car  The intensity of the vibration will range from comfortable to mildly 
uncomfortable at worst.  
 
Sitting Posture 
You will be required to get onto the simulator, take a seat and assume a comfortable position as 
you would when travelling on an automotive vehicle. Your feet should be placed on the bar and 
not be in contact with the vibration table.  Your hands should be placed on your lap and away 
from moving parts. Please keep your head up (do not look down at scoring sheet) during tests and 
look at the cross on the wall in front of you. Please refer to figure 1 for seating position.  
During tests, it is asked that you do not make large movements.  If you, at any point during the 
test, feel the need to stop, you can do so by voice communication with the test conductor. 
 
 
Fig. 1 – Sitting position during tests 
 
 
Look at cross on wall. 
Hands on lap. 
Feet placed on footrest. 
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Experiment  
The task required from you is to evaluate the comfort and annoyance levels associated with a 
series of ride test sequence.  
Each test sequence will consist of a standard ride segment and a evaluation ride segment. The 
test sequence is presented on a flow chart in Fig. 3. (next page) 
In one test sequence, you will be exposed to will consist of 4 segments in total.  
The order of tests would be: 
1. Standard ride segment  
2. Evaluation ride segment 
3. Standard ride segment again 
4. Evaluation ride segment again 
Each segment will be approximately 30 seconds in duration with a 10 seconds rest in between the 
segments.   
After the end of the test sequence (4 segments), the will be a 60 seconds rest where you are to 
assign the score for comfort or annoyance for the earlier test sequence on the evaluation sheet. 
Please do not grade it prior to the completion of the test sequence.  
Verbal cues with a count down will be given at the start of each segment, during which you should 
get into a comfortable position and try not to move for the next 30 seconds. Example cue: 
“Standard test segment starting in 3, 2, 1”. 
Again, please refer to Fig. 3 for a clearer understanding of the test  
 
 
Comfort Evaluation  
The scoring method for the test will be explained in this section. Fig. 2 below shows an example of 
the scoring sheet for a sequence (Seq.). 
The standard ride segments (Std) has a default score of 100. You are to place your score unter the 
“Test” section of the scoring sheet. 
Seq. Segment Score 
1 
Std 100 
Test  
Fig. 2 – Example scoring sheet 
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When comparing the comfort or annoyance value between the standard and test segments, 
please rate it according to how much vibration you feel is being transmitted to your body and  
how you would feel if you were exposed to it for long periods (eg, 30 mins – 60 mins). 
It is your task to assign the comfort or annoyance score that you feel best suits the test segments 
you have been presented.  
Table 1 below shows the scale of test scores that should be used when comparing with the 
standard ride segments. Please use this for reference for your evaluations. 
Table 1 – Scoring reference 
Score Evaluation 
200 
Twice the amount of annoyance 
and discomfort as standard ride. 
150 
Clearly more uncomfortable and 
annoying than standard ride. 
125 
Marginally more uncomfortable 
and annoying than standard ride. 
100 
Same amount of comfort or 
annoyance as standard ride. 
75 
Marginally more comfortable than 
standard ride. 
50 
Half the discomfort than standard 
ride. 
0 No vibration is felt at all. 
 
Please view each new test sequence independently and do not relate your scores between test 
sequences. It is also vital that you remember to evaluate only the discomfort caused by vibration 
alone and not let noise or other environmental factors affect your ratings.  
Do not be afraid of giving a score of 100 as there might not be any difference at all for some test 
segments.  
Please do not use zero or negative numbers for your scores, if you feel no vibration, something is 
wrong, in which case you should inform the test conductor. 
Again, please score according to how much vibration you feel is being transmitted to your body 
and how you would feel if you were exposed to it for long periods (eg. 30 – 60 mins) and do not 
let noise or other environmental factors affect your scores. 
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END OF EXPERIMENT 
Submit evaluation sheet to Lab Coordinator 
Figure 3 – Flow Chart of Test Sequences 
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Subjective Discomfort Evaluation Sheet         
 
 Subject No: _____ 
 Name:  __________________________________  
 Sex:  M/F 
 Age:  _____Yrs 
 Weight: _____Kg 
 Date:  __/__/2012 
 Time:  ___:___ AM/PM 
 
 
Seq. Segment Score Seq. Segment Score 
1 
Std 100 
6 
Std 100 
Test  Test  
2 
Std 100 
7 
Std 100 
Test  Test  
3 
Std 100 
8 
Std 100 
Test  Test  
4 
Std 100 
9 
Std 100 
Test  Test  
5 
Std 100 
10 
Std 100 
Test  Test  
 
Remember: 
1. Listen for the verbal cues 
2. Evaluate only the discomfort due to vibration. 
3. Place your evaluation on the appropriate blanks. 
4. Try not to move when test is in progress. 
makeindex nomencltest.nlo -s nomencl.ist -o nomencltest.nls
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